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1. Introduction 
After several years of practical experience in 
the processing of algological literature for 
easy retrieval our "Phycological Documentation 
Code" was published (JAVORNICKY et al. 1973). 
By this pragmatic system over 25.000 articles 
were coded by a group of Czechoslovakian and 
German colleagues and stored automatically on 
the computer of the City works of Dortmund via 
its Institut für Wasserforschung. Since 1973 
many hundreds of retrieval jobs were run by 
the computer for individual algologists, 
scientific institutions and commercial compa-
nies. The journal "Algological Studies" became 
the first to publish the coded contents of 
every article appearing since 1973 thus en-
abling us to have these materials available 
for retrieval in less than a month after pub-
lication. Until 1978 the authors, Dr. N. Jeeji 
Bai (Madras), Mr. Joost Groeneweg, Dr. Jir1 
Popovsky (Prague) and others did their best to 
code about·3ooo phycoloqical articles per year 
and to provide a printed file card including 
an abstract for each publication to some fifty 
subscribers in fourteen countries. This consi-
derable effort was terminated in 1979, after 
the Institute of Alqal Research at Dortmund 
had become part of the Nuclear Research Centre 
in Jülich and shifted its major field of in-
terest from applied phycoloqy to wastewater 
treatment. 
After one year of attempts to search the lite-
rature by tapping several commercial retrieval 
systems we found that the quantity and speci-
ficity of the informations obtained was defi-
nitely below the level of our own system which 
was, therefore, revived in a reduced and modi-
fied way. 
With the available capacity we can no more aim 
at a complete coverage of the current litera-
ture on algae. Instead we have expanded the 
scope by including sewaqe treatment, technolo-
gy and related subjects into our documentation. 
In addition, we have to reduce the annual num-
ber of entries and to concentrate on topics 
and journals which are of more immediate rele-
vance for our work. Nevertheless, the system 
will probably remain a useful source for all 
scientists and institutions sharing our fields 
of interest. 
The modified scope of our Applied Hydrobiology 
and Wastewater Documentation Code and the need 
to incorporate a number of additional codons 
is the major reason for the present publica-
tion of a revised list of codons. Tbe new .list 
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does still contain all codons vital for those 
who are only concerned with algology. We also 
want to offer the users of the system an up-
dated version includinq a number of addenda 
which accumulated over the years plus a still 
incomplete list of generic names of algae. For 
details of the latter and the bibliographical 
data it is referred to the Index Nominum Generi-
corum Plantarum (FARR et al. 1979). 
2. Structure of this documentation 
It should be noted that the code serves not 
only the purpese of processing literature for 
computer retrieval. It is also a useful in-
strument for filinq the results obtained by 
an individual researcher or by an institution. 
From fifteen years of experience we consider 
the code an easy tool to handle as soon as 
one has become familiar with it. 
TbeTe are two levels of codons indicated by 
the digital position of the code numbers. In a 
qiven cätegory (e.g. CH = Chemistry), the 
first level of classification into subcatego-
ries is indicated by a number of diqits (e.g. 
CH 05 = nitrogen compounds). The addition of 
one or two digital numbers expresses ~e 
classification at the secend level (e.q. CH 
151 • molecular nitrogen; CH 152 = ammonia/ 
ammonium etc. ) • 
This two-level system was chosen in order to 
make the retrieval process as flexible as 
possible for the individual user. A bioehernist 
might perhaps want to leave systematics, eco-
logy and technoloqy at the level of gross 
classification. If he needs to differentiate 
his field of actual interest further, he could 
split for bis own files e.g. BC 041 (mono-, 
disaccharides) into e.g. BC 0411 = glucose; 
BC 0412 = mannose, etc. 
The division of the code into 19 categories 
according to the different scientific branches, 
indicated by the pairs of capital letters, will 
mainly be a help in finding the codons. It does 
not limit the use of the included terms for a 
qiven scientific field. The codons may be free-
ly combined to express precisely what the pub-
lication contains and with which branch of 
science and/or technology it deals. For examp-
le, the entry PY 06 (= chlorophylls) is to be 
used not only for physioloqical works on the 
pigment's structure or activity, but also for 
ecoloqical papers in which chlorophyll may be 
used purely as a rough measure of algal bio• 
mass. The first use C~CJJJ.14 bear a OOlllbinatioa 
such as SS 121/PY 06/GC 03 = synthesis of 
chlorophyll in Chlorella, whereas another use 
could, for example be: PY 06/EB 05/GC 161 = 
vertical distribution of chlorophyll in lakes. 
If a great nurober of codons are selected to 
characterize several subjects treated in a 
paper of broader scope, false combinations 
may appear in the retrieval printout. For 
example, in both the abovementioned combina-
tions SS 121/PY 06/GC 03 and PY 06/EB 05/GC 
161 one would get also a positive answer for 
codon PY 06, although no vertical profiles of 
Chlorella populations were mentioned in the 
publication. Some combined terms have been 
incorporated to avoid erroneous outputs at 
least in some likely cases. For example, oxy-
gen balance is coded EH 112, although it could 
also have been expressed by CH 04/GC 27. 
3. Additional Remarks 
Algologists will find the classification 
(category SS = Systematics) rather conventio-
nal if not outstandingly oldfashioned. This un-
deniable fact is due to the impossibility to 
change hundreds of entries every time botanists 
find reason to modify the numbers and border-
lines of algal phyla or classes. 
The list of algal genera is not meant to be 
complete. It simply comprises those generic 
names, which actually appeared in articles 
published in scientific journals since 1968. 
Note that the register to the code system is 
bilingual with respect to the technical terms. 
This is meant as a help in special translations 
in the field covered by the documentation. 
For each genus name the respective phylum or 
class is indicated. If the name of this taxo-
nomic category was put in parantheses, the ge-
neric name is invalid (for further details see 
FARR et al. 1979). The symbol * indicates fos-
sil genera. For example: 
ANACYSTIS 
* DISCOASTER 
(Cyanobacteria) = invalid 
name 
Haptophyceae = fossil 
genus 
Persona or institutions who want to obtain re-
trieval printouts of our documentation are 
kindly requested to address themselves to 
eitber one of .tbe German authors. 
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Alphabetic Register of 
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7 - 8 
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Chlorophyceae - Volvocales 
Chlorophyceae - Tetrasporales 




Chlorophyceae - Ulotrichales 
Chlorophyceae - Bryopsidales, 
Siphonocladales 
Conjugatophyceae (unicellular) 














ss 24 Vascular Plants 
ss 25 Animalia 
ss 251 Rotatoria, Crustaceae 
ss 252 Insecta 
ss 253 Vermes 
ss 254 Mollusca 
ss 255 Other Invertebrata 
ss 256 Pisces 
ss 257 Other Vertebrata 
ss 26 Lichenes 
ss 27 Virus es 
ss 28 Algae in general 
































Theory of species 
Nomenclature 
Nomenclatural rules, code 





New supergeneric taxa 
New genera and infrageneric 
New genera 
New species 
New infraspecific taxa 
New combinations, new names 
Emendation, recognition 
taxa 
New descriptions, figures (without 
































































































Mo 144 Heterocysts (Cyanophyta) 
Mo 15 Morphological variability 
Mo 16 Morphological anomalies 
Mo 17 Sporangia 
Mo 18 Gametangia 
Mo 19 Sporophytes 
Mo 20 Gametopbytes 
Mo 21 Isolated cells 
Mo 22 Isolated organelles 
Mo 23 Isolated protoplasts 



















Bionomy (life history of a species), 
biology 
Growth 








tion of generations) 
Anabiosis, resting stages 




Parasitism (parasitic algae) 
Lichen phycobionts (gonidia) 
Phycopathology (parasites on algae) 
Generation time (interdivision time) 
PY- Physiology 
py 01 Physiology 
py 02 Metabolism 
PY 03 Photosynthesis 
py 04 Photosynthetie meehanism and ener-
geties 
py 041 Photoeleetron transport 
py 042 Fluoreseenee 
py 043 Photophosphorylation 
py 044 Photosystems, enhaneement 
py 045 Energetics, ealorie values 
PY 046 Transients 
PY 047 Photoreduetion 
py 048 Photorespiration 
py 05 Photosynthetie produets 
PY 051 Calvin eyele produets 
py 052 Reserve materials 
py 053 C-4-Plants 
PY 06 Chlorophylls 
py 061 Phaeophytins 
PY 062 Protoehlorophylls 
PY 07 Other pigments 
py 071 Carotenoids 
PY 072 Phyeobillins 
PY 073 Plastecyanine 
py 074 Cytoehtomes 
py 075 Ferredoxin 
py 076 Phytoehrome 
py 077 Plastoquinone and related substanees 
PY 078 Flavonoles, anthoeyanines 
py 079 Flavines 
PY 08 Chemosynthesis 
PY 09 Respiration 
py 091 Respiratarie eleetron transport 
py 092 TCA eyele 
PY 093 Pentose phosphate eyele 
py 094 Glyoxylie aeid eyele 
py 095 Dark fixation 
py 096 Glyeolysis (EM pathway) 
py 097 Oxidative \ phosphorylation 
py 098 Respiratory quotient 
py 10 Bioeatalysts 
py 101 Enzymes 
py 1011 Isoenzymes 
py 1012 Dehydrogenases 
py 102 Vitamins 






















































Water and ionie metabolism 




Water losses, desieeation 
Apoehlorosis, apoplastidis 
Cytophysiology (physiology of iso-

















































































Organic acids (other than fatty 
acids) 


























Methyl, alkyl groups 
Heat of combustion 
07 
BC 18 Esters 





































Nuclear and cellular division 
Nuclear division - mitosis 
Nuclear division - meiosis 
Cellular division 
Replication of organelles 
Replication of DNA 
Inheritance 
Genetic information (code) 




By physical mutagens 
By chemical mutagens 
Selection 
Selection of strains 
Selection of clones 
Natural selection 
Hybridization 
Hybridization of organisms 
Hybridization of closely related or-
ganisms 
Hybridization of distantly related 
organisms 





Biochemical genetics, physiological 
genetics 
Genetics of photosynthesis 





























































Plankton, seston, nekton 
Plankton 
Seston, particulated matter 
Nekton 
Water blooms, massive vegetation 
True water blooms (buoyance of 
macroscopic colonies) 
Vegetation colouring of water 
Massive Vegetation of another cha-
racter 







Pleuston (macroscopic floating 
plants) 




Algae on plants (epiphyta) 
Algae on animals (epizoa) 
Epibionta on algae 
Endobionta 


































LIEBIG's law of minimum 









Colonization of biotopes 
Anthropogenie influence 
Edaphon (soil algae) 

















Abundance nurober of individuals 
Biomass, standing crop (weight or 
volume) 
Flow of substances and energy in 
ecosystem (food chains, trophic 
levels) 
Energy and substance budget 
Turnever rate (other than that of 
water) 

























Turnever of matter in ecosystem 
Migration 
Horizontal migration (incl. up- and 
downstream) 
Vertical migration 
Typology of water bodies, indicators 
Trophic types and indicators 
Other typology (exc. saprobiology) 
Pollution and saprobiology 
Pollution and deterioration 
Saprobiological systems and indica-
tors 
Bioassays 
Growth potential assays 
~says of toxicity 
Other bioassays 
Self-purification, oxygen balance 
Self-purification, decomposition of 
pollutants 
Oxygen balance 
Biochemical ox~gen demand (BOD) 
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
Fertilization and eutrophication 
Artificial manuring and fertilization 
Natural and unplanned eutrophication 
Zooplankton 
Zoobenthos 












Aerial biotopes, soils 
Inland waters 
Oceans and seas 
Brackish and saline waters 
Brackish waters 























































Artificial waterways, channels 
Drainage 
Reservoirs 
Ponds and artificial pools 
Fishponds 
Artificial pools 
Small natural standing waters 
Backwaters, ox-bow lakes 
Pools 
Swamps, marshes (exc. peat) 
Periodic waters, puddles 
Peat and dystrophic waters 
Peat bogs 
Dystrophie waters 
Special waters (springs) 
Thermal waters 
Mineral waters 
Radioactive waters (natural) 
Natural waters with extreme pH 






Ice and Snow 






Industrial high-BOD wastes 
Industrial inorganic wastes 
Radioactive wastes 




































































Sludge biomass recycling 
Stabilisation ponds and tertiary 
treatment 
Polishing-ponds 
Water treatment plants and treated 
waters 








Oxidation = BOC, COD removal 
















Artificial tanks and vessels 
Aquaria 
Experimental tanks and vessels 
(incl. enclosures) 
Other tanks and vessels 
Sewage storage 
Effluent-storage 
Artificial solid substrates 












































Geological bed, rocks 
Volcanic rocks (granite, gneiss, 
porphyry, etc. ) 
Geological sediments (limestone, 










Volatile suspended solids 











































































North-German and North-Polish lake 
regions 
Alpine lands 
Danube River watershed 
Eurasia 
Atlantic regions (incl. Great Bri-
tain, Ireland, Atlantic islands, 
Pyrenean peninsula) 
European Mediterranean region 
Scandinavian penins., Denmark, Fin-
land, leeland 










Indonesia (exc. Irian) 
Africa 
Subtropical North Africa 




Subtropical South Africa 
Madagascar 
North America 
Canada & Alaska (subarctic and tem-
perate) 
Great Lakes Area 
East and Central USA 
Rocky Mountains 
West USA 
Central and South America 
Mexico 
Continental Central America 
West Indies (Carribean region) 
Andes and west coast of s. America 
Tropical s. America 
Savannah region (between Tropic of 
Capricorn and approx. 35 ° lat.) 
Temperate and subpolar regions 
(south of approx. 35 ° lat.) 
Australia and Oceania 
Australia and Tasmania 
New Zealand 





























Polynesia (incl. Hawaiian Isl.) 




Arctic Ocean (incl. islands) 
Antarctica 





























Total inorganic carbon 
















































































































































Humic compounds, "Yellow acids" 
Redox systems (excl. redox potential 
= PH 141) 
Oxidation of chemical compounds 
Reduction 





















































































Exposure to light 
Dark 
Light quanta (photons} 
Optical properties of organisms and 
suspensicns 
Light sources, optical materials 
Light sources 
Optical filters 
Optical properties of materials 
Light flashes 








Roentgen (X) rays 
Viscosity, surface tension 
Viscosity 
Surface tension 






Magnetic field, electric field, IP 
Electric current 








Types of stratification and mixing 
Stratification of water from other 
than thermic point of view 
Optical properties of water 
Colour 
Transparency (SECCHI depth} 























Hardness, ionic strength, salinity 
Conductivity 
Hardness 
Alkalinity, ionic strength 
Salinity 










Water flow, flow rate 
Turbulence, mixing 
Surf, wave action 
Turnever of lake water 
Discharge of reservoirs, hydrologi-
cal regime 
Tide 



























Palaeozoicum - older 














Neogene - Miocene 
Neogene - Pliocene 
PA 09 Anthropozoicum (quaternary) 
PA 091 Pleistocene 
PA 092 Interglacial 
PA 093 Postglacial 







































Variability (exc. morphological: 
MO 15), fluctuation, oscillation 
Diurnal (circadian) rhythm, photo-
periodiBm 
Seasons and cycles 
Annual cycle, seasonal changes 
Vegetation season 
Lunar cycle 
Size, size distribution 
Duration 
Kinetics, changes in time 
Succession 
Spatial distribution, stratification 








GC 21 Saturation 
GC 22 Compartmentation, metabolic pools 
GC 23 Transport 
GC 24 Longterm values, means, sums 
GC 25 Degeneration 
GC 26 Regeneration 
GC 27 Exchange, dynamic equilibrium 
GC 28 Number, amount (exc. abundance: 
EH 03) 
GC 29 Stimulation 
GC 30 Retardation, inhibition 
































Herbaria, collections (exc. of cul-

































































Determination of molecular weight 


























Theoretical plant design 
Practical plant design 
Concentration 
Sedimentation methods 
Centrifugation, density qradients 
Filtration 






































Determination of age 
Mass spectroscopy 
Hydrolysis 









Actual cost breakdown 
Investment costs 
Energy consumption 
Maintenance and repair 
Chemical consumption 



























Larqe scale cultures 

















Combined cultures of algae and other 
organisms (microcosms) 
Cultivation units 
Hydrodynamics of cultures 
Media 
Culture collections 
Yield, culture efficiency 


































Closed systems (gas exchanger) 
Algicides, algistatics 
Toxicity of algae 







UT 15 Planning, future 
UT 16 Criminology 
UT 17 Energy farming 
BD- Bibliography & Documentat ion 
BD 01 Bibliography 
BD 02 Taxonomie surveys 
BD 021 Monographs 
BD 022 Determination keys 
BD 03 Compendia, textbooks, handbooks, 
reviews 
BD 04 Abstracts 
BD 05 Proceedings, theses 
BD 06 History, biography 
BD 07 Theories 
BD 08 Preliminary excerpt (based upon a 
title) 
BD 09 Patents 
BD 10 Expeditions, cruises 
BD 11 Legislation 
6. Register 
.... ÄBBÖTT Ei.. LA RHÖDOPHYtEAE Äaäö .. 
AB ROTE I A RHODOPHYCEAE A.BJ!.O . 
ABSORPTION.:.:.SPECTRA PH072 
ABSTRACTS BP04--
* ACACIELÜ . CYANOBÄCTERIA ACAC 
ACANTHOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS123 ... ATHO. 
* ACANTHODIACRODiUM ÄCRITÄRCHA ACDR 
ACANTHOECA CRASPEDOPHYCEAE AcOE ... 
ÄÜNTHÖECOPSis . . .. CRASPEÖÖPHYCEAE. .... ACTH 
* ACANTHO GONYAULAX DINOPHYCEAE AC.~.O. . 
... ÄCA~iTHoii:·Ä .. 'fiAPfÖ.PHYCEAE ACAT 
ACANTHOPELTIS RHODOPHYCEAE ACAN. 
ACANTHOPHORA ... RiiÖDÖPH'fCEÄE . ACPO 
* ~CC.AA .. NNTT.HHOO 
5
POP .. HR~LERLAA .. C_HL~ROPHYCEAE. ··s~SS_.11_24~- ... Aft.CCAP.8E ............ . " " CHLOR.ÖPHYCEÄE ~ 
ACCUMULAT ION ... f>.Y.1.J~ .... 
ÄCETÄBÜLARiÄ CHLORöi>HvcEAE sS14 ACBU 
~CETOBACTE~ 1ACE 
A.CE.TOBACTERIUM ... J~qL .. . .. 
ACHNANTHES BÄCILlARtöP.H. .. ACHH 
* ACHOMOSPHAERA DINOPHYCEAE ........ Atll.$. ........... . 
.... ÄC.HRÖONEMi ....... ·········· .. ·cvANOBAtftRtA .. ACRN 
.. * ACICU-..AIUA ....... .-............... ~flt.ORoPitVCEAE SS14 M.l.C .......... . 
* ACICULELLA 
ACINETOBACTER 












CHLOROPHYCEAE .... SS13 AC.RO 
iliootlPHYCEÄf Ac c H 
CHLOROPHYCEAE SS123 .A CA S 
......... RHODOPHYCEAE .. ACRC 
=~g~g~~~~~:~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ . 
........... ~~~~~~~~~~~~E ... SS14 :~~~ .. ACROSIPHONIA ACROSORIUM. 
A.CROSYMPHYTON 
.· i.fROTH·Ä·MN.IÖN ...... .__""""'< ~~~~g~~~~R~~ tiJJ · 
ACROHLUS 
Äci'ioesf.liül'i. 
RHODOPHYCEAE AC RT 
ACTINASTRUM 
* ACTiNÜI.Ä ........ . 
CHLÖROPHYCEAE SS1Z3 ACDM 
~HLOROPHYCE~E SS123 ACNA 
BACILLARIOPH. A CNL .. 
ACTINISCUS 
...... Äcfif4oCiil.öRis .DIN~P.1:1YCI;AE AC N S CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 ACTC 
ACTINOCYCLUS 






ÄcT iNofiiÄI'iN foN 
* ACTINOTHECA 
. . i.ctiNoiiiü:iiiA 
ACTION-SPECTRA 
.. ÄcfiVATEli..:sLUDGE 












ÄoeiöfilivtoN ............. . 
ADENOCYSTIS 





... <Äi:GÄGRÖPiLÄ)........... .... CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 




AERONEMUM ÄFRI'CA .......... . 
AGARDHIELLA 




. AGLÄÖTHiMNioN ..... 
AGLAOZONIA 
··· · Ci.61i1EN ellu M> 
AGRICULTURAL-WASTES ÄGRiCUlTURE ........... .. 








A.GRHUL.TURE-F ISHER I ES ÄHNFELTIA . ... . . .. RHODOPHYCEAE 
AIR 
AIRÜ FT-s YSTEMS 
AKANTHOCHLORIS 
ÄKIYÄMAMONAS 













.... At:6Ae..:Äs..:fiiobeLs ..... 
AL6AE-COMPOSITION 
.... Ä(G.Ae..:cöNTROL ... 
ALGAE-ECONOMICS 
. . AL6Ae:.;;iN;.:;AtüMALS. 

































































.......... ~I"~.M ..... P..Q..~.D.l .................................. . ········· .. !;B 1J!4.J: .. 
ALGICIDES-ALGISTATICA 
:o': .• ~.!.U.T..U................ .. fQ$m, .. AI.GA 
ALlNlELLA EUGLENOPHYCEAE 







ALPINE-LANDS ÄLSfi>Ii.llii ........ . 
ALSTONIAMONAS 
.. ÄÜERNANTiÄ ...... . 
ALUMINIUM 
AMANSIA 
* AMBL YOCHARA 


















































































ANA.LI.PUS ....... .. PHAEOPHYCEAE 
ANALYSES-MAIN-ELEMENTS 
ANATHECA ÄNAULUS .... 
* ANCHICODIUM 
ÄNCYÜNii'IA 





* ANDRUSOPORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 
:=~~:~~OF ILUM :~g~g~~~~~~~ 
.* ANGIOPORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 
* ANGULOFENESTRELLITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE 
ANGU LOM ON AS PRASINOPHYCEAE 



























* ANTHOSPIÜERIDIUM DINOPHYCEAE 































































































ANTITHAPIN!UM RHODOPHYCEAE ANTH 
APATOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 APCC 
APEDINELLA CHRYSOPHYCEAE APED 
APHANlZ OIÜNON CYANOBACTERIA APHZ 
APHANOCAPSA .CYANOBACTERIA .... APC.A. 
ÄPHANOCHÄÜE CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 APHC 
APHANOCLADIA RHOD.OPHYCEAE ACLA 
APHANOfHfce CYANOBACTERIA A PHT 
* APH RODIT I COD IUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 AI>HR 
.. APIOCHLORIS .... PRASINOPHYCEAE APIO 
APIOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 APIC .. 
APIOCYSTIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 APCY 
APISTO~EMA HAPTOPHYCEAE .APIN 
APJOHNIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 APJN 
APOCHLOROSIS-APOPLAST~DY PV15 
APODOCHLORIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 APOD 
APOGLOSSUM RHODOPHYCEAE APG.L 
APPARATUS MEOS 
* APPLANOPSIS ACRITARCHA APLN 
* APTEODitHUM DINOPHYCEAE APTE 
APTINOPTYCHUS BACILLARIOPH. APTI 
* AQUADULCUM DINOPHYCEAE AQUA 
AQUARIA EB211 
ARACHNOCHLORI S XANTHOPHYCEAE A RAC 
ARACHNODISCUS BACILLARIOPH. ARC.D. 
AR ACH NO PH YLLUM RHODOPHYCEAE A RAP 
* ARAUCARIACITES DINOPHYCEAE ATES 
ARBACIA CHAROPHYCEAE ARBC 
* ARCHAEOLITHOPHYLLUM RHODOPHYCEAE ARll 
* ARCHAEOLITHOTHAMNIUM RHODOPHYCEAE ARLM 
* ARCHAEOMONADOPSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE ARCM 
* ARCHAEOMONAS CHRYSOPHYCEAE ARCH 
* ARCHAEOSPHAERIDIUM CHRYSOPHYCEAE ARSP 






ARDISSONULA RHODOPHYCEAE ARDI 
.. ARENAMONAS HAPTOPHYCEAE .. AR.E.~L .. 
* AREOllGERA DINOPHYCEAE AREL 
ARESCHOUGIA RHODOPHYCEAE ASOU 
ARISTOTHAMNION RHODOPHYCEAE ARIS 
ARNOLDIAMONAS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 ARNI .. 
ARNOLDIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 ARNO 
AROMATIC-COMPOUNDS CH16 
ARSENIC ... ~~~Ö11 
ARTHROBACTER 1ART 
ARTHROCARDIA RHODOPHYCEAE ATHR 
ARTHROCHRYSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE ARCR 
ARTHRODESMUS CONJUGATOPH. SS15 ARDS 
ARTHROGLOEA CHRYSOPHYCEAE ARGL 
ARTHROSPIRA CYANOBACTERIA ARTS 
ARTHROTHAMNUS PHAEOPHYCEAE ARTH 
ARTIFICIAL-MANURING EH121 
ARTIFICIAL-PONDS EB092 
ART IF lC IAL-SOLIDSUBST R. EB2 2 
ARTIFICIAl-TANKS-VESSElS EB21 
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........ .c.!:I.~.HO.B.O..I.~ l .. ~~.LA .. . .. .. . C.Hf!YSOP.J:!Y.C.EAE. 
CHRYSOCAMPANULA CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
.. CltR.lSO.~AP!!A .... CHRY.SOP.HY.CEAE 
CHRYSOC APS ELLA CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
PI.RH.O.~Il.AETE . .. . . CHRY.SO.PHY.CEAE 
CHRYSOCHROMULINA CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
qU~'(S.O.~LQt41U.M ........ CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
CHRYSOCOCCOCYSTIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
CHR.'($()COCCUS . CI:IRYSOPHYCEAE 
CHRYSOCRINUS CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
.. C.HRHQD ENI)ROf<l ... CHRYS.OPHYCEAE 
CHRYSODESMIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
.. CI:I.RY.SODl.DJ'MUS CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
CH RYSOl KOS CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
CHRY.S.OL'JK()S CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
CHRYSOMERIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
...... .CHRUOMON.AS . . CHRYS.OPHYCEAE 
CHRYSONEBULA CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
. ... CHRYSONEP.QS ... . ..... CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
CHRYSOPORA ... CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
.. CHriYSOPYXIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
CHRYSOSACCUS ......... CHRY.SOPHYCEAE 
.. CH RYSOS PHÄ ERÄ CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
.... CHR~S.O.~P.Ii.AE~ELLA .. CHRYS.OPHYCEAE 
CHRY SOS T EPHANOSPHAERA CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
CHRYSOSTOMUM CHR'r'SOPHYCEAE 
........ tti RY s ot·ii vLAi<iöN ........ CHir(sOPHYCEAE 
CHRYSOT ILA CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
tti iiv·s offLos ·· i:HRvsöt>H"iceÄe 
CHRYSOXYS CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
tiiifYSYMEN"iA RHÖDOPHYCEAE 
···· ····~~·:l~fHg.~a[.ö'ihs·············R~jß~&U~~ftfAE''. · 
* CHYTROEISPHAERIDIA HAPTOPHYCEAE 
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* ClATHROCTENOCYSTIS .. DINOPHY~E~E. 
;··'ct'A'fHifolifiiiJs ..... .. . HAPTOPHYCEAE 
CLATHROMORPHUM .J~HODQPHYCEAE 
•. CLATHRÖPYXIDELÜ DICTYOCHOPH. 
CL AUD EA RHODOPHYCEAE 
tfAUTRIAV lA EUGLENOPH. 
* ClE I.S.TORHABDUS HAPTOPHYCEAE 
* CLEI STOSPHAERI D IUM DINOPHYCEAE 
* CL ERI CI A CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
CL.iFTONAEA RHODOPHYCEAE 
CLIMACODIUM BACILLARIOPH. 














































































































































































































































* CONCAVISPORITES DINOPHYCEAE ? CCVI CRYPTELLA CRYPTOPHYCEAE CRYL 
. CONCENTRATING ME25 CRYPTHECODIIUUM DINOPHYCEAE CRPC 
CONCENTRATION-THRESHOLD GC02 CRYPTOCHRYSIS .. CRYPTOPHYCEAE CYRY 
CONCHOCEllS RHODOPHYCEAE CONL CRYPTOGLENA EUGLENOPH. ClOG 
CONDRIELLA RHODOPHYCEAE CODR CRYPTOMONAS C.RYPTOPHYCEAE CRYP 
CONDUCTIVITY PH181 CRYPTON EMIA RHODOPHYCEAE CYPN 
CONFERVA UNDEFINED OLD NAHE CONF CRYPTOPHYCEAE SS191 
CONGREGATOCARPUS RHODOPHYCEAE CONG CRYPTOPLEURA RHODOPHYCEAE CRYA 
* CONNEXIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 CONX CRYPTOSIPHONIA RHODOPHY.CEAE CRIP 
CONOC-HAETE CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 CONC CRYPTOTHECODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE CRPT 
* CONOCOC COLITHU S HAPTOPHYCEAE CNCC CRYSTALLOLITHUS HApTOPHYCEAE C RTS 
CONOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 cocc CSSR-FRG-GDR-POLAND EP021 
* CONOSPHAERIDIUM DINOPHYCEAE CONO CTENOCLADUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 CTEC (CONRADIA) CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 COND CTENOSIPHONIA RHODOPHYCEAE CTEN 
CONRADIELLA CHRYSOPHYCEAE CODE CUBICULOSPORUM RHODOPHYCEAE CUBS 
CONRADINEMA EUGLENOPH. CNRD CULTIVATiON-UNITS UC08 
CONRADOCYSTIS CHRYSOPHYC.I;:AI' .. CONR CULTURE-COLLECTIONS UC11 
CONS TANC f-INCONSTANCE EB321 CULTURE-TURBULENCE UC09 
CONSTANTINEA RHODOPHYCEAE CNST CULTURES UC01 
CONTARINIA PHAEOPHYCEAE CONT CUMAGLOIA RHODOPHYCEAE CUGl 
CONTINENTAL-CENTRAL EP072 CUMATHAMNION RHODOPHYCEAE CUMA 
CONTINUOUS-CULTURES UC042 CURDIEA RHODOPHYCEAE CURD 
CONTRACTILE VACUOLES M0062 CUTLERIA .PHAEOPHYCEAE CUTL 
COOLINGWATER EB24 CYANARCUS CYANOBACTERIA CYAR 
COPPER CH098 CYANIDE CH012 
CORALLihA RHODOPHYCEAE CORL CYANIDIUI'I RHODOPHYCEAE Cf NI 
CORALLOPHILA RHODOPHYCEAE CORP CYANOCATENA CYANOBACTERIA CYCT 
CORALLOPSIS RHODOPHYCEAE CRAL CYANOCYSTIS CYANOBACTERIA CYTI 
CORALREEFS EB26 CYANODERlilA RHOPOPHYCEAE CYDE 
* CORBISEMA DICTYOCHOPHYCEAE CORB CYANOillCTYON CYANOBACTERIA CYTY 
CORCONTOCHRYSIS HAPTOPHYCEAE coco CYANOMA STI X .CRYPTOPHYCEAE. CYNO 
* CORDOSPHAERIDIUM OINOPHYCEAE COSP . CYANOMÖ.t{Ä·s CRYPl'OPHYCEAE ····c-viitö ... ·· 
CORETHRON BACILLARIOPH. CORE CYANOPHANON CYANOBACTERIA CYPO 
CORIOPHYLLUM RHODOPHYCEAE CORI CYANOPHORA CRYPTOPHYCEAE CYPH 
CORONAS TRUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 CONA CYANOPHYTA .SS02 
(CORONE ) CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 CORO CYANOPTYCHE CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 CYAP 
CORROSION UT14 CYANOSTYLON CYANOBACTERIA CYAS 
CORYCIUM FOSSIL ALGA CORY CYANOTHECE ? CYCE 
CORYCUS PHAEOPHYCEAE CORC ( CYANOTHRIX) CYANOBACTERIA CYAN 
CORYNEBACTERIUM 1COR -*CY ATHIDÜES DINOPHYCEAE CTDT 
CORYNOMORPHA RHODOPHYCEAE CORN CYATHOI'IONAS .. CRYPTOPHYCEAE CYAT 
CORYNOSPORA RHODOPHYCEAE CORS ··cvtl.-AMP BC0841 
COSCINOCYCLUS BACILLARIOPH. COCY *CYCLICARGOLITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE CYC6 
COSCINODISCUS BACILLARIOPH. cosc 'cVCLIDIOPSIS EÜGLENOPH. C YCS 
COSCINOSIIlA BACILLARIOPH. COSI *CYCLOCOCCOLITHINA HAPTOPHYCEAE CYLI 
COSMARIUM CONJUGATOPH. SS15 COSM CYCLOCocto(iTHU •. HAPTOPHYCEAE C YCO 
CeSMOASTRUM ? COUM *CYCLOCRINITES CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 CYC.R 
COSMOCLADIUM CONJUGATOPH. 2215 COCL *CYCLOLI THELLA HAPTOPHYCEAE CLIT 
COST-S ENSIT I V I TY ESTIMAT ION ME361 *CVCLONEPH ELIUM DINOPHYCEAE CYNI' .... 
* COSTACENTRUM HAPTOPHYCEAE COCE CYCLONEXIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE CYNX 
COSTARIA PHAEOPHYr.FA.t= COST CYCLOSPORA RHODOPHYCEAE ccso 
COSTATOCHLORIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 COSA CYCLOTELLA BACILLARIOPH. CYCL 
COTTONIELLA RHODOPHYCEAE CTTO CYCLOTRICHIUM CILIATE CYTR 
COUNTING ME083 CYLINDRIASTRUM ? CYLA 
C02 CH02 CYLINDROCAPSA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 CYCP 
* CRAMERIA ACRITARCHA C RAR CYLINDROCAPSOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 CYPP 
CRASPEDOORPUS RHODOPHYCEAE C RAD CYLINDROCARPUS PHAEOPHYCEAE C YLD 
CRASPEDOTEllA DINOPHYCEAE C RAS CYLINDROCYSTIS CONJUGATOPH. SS15 CYC Y 
* CREBERLUMECTUM ACRITARCHA CREB CYLINDROI'IONAS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 C YLN 
CRENACANTHA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 C REN CYLINDROPORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 C YLP 
CR ET AC I C RU S TA RHODOPHYCEAE C RC R CYLINDROPYXIS BACILLARIOPH. CYPX 
* CRETARHABDUS HAPTOPHYCEAE C RTR CYLINDROSPERMUM CYANOBACTERIA C YSP 
* CRET ATURBELLA CHRYSOPHYCEAE CTUR CYLINDROTHECA BACILLARIOPH. CYTH CYMATHERE .... .. 
* CRIBROCENTRUM HAPTOPHYCEAE CRIB PHAEOPHYCEAE CYI'IA 
* CRIBROSPHAERA HAPTOPHYCEAE CRBA *CYMATIOGAL EA .ACRITARCHA .UGI, 
* CRIBROSPHAEREllA HAPTOPHYCEAE C RBR -~ ij~jtiöi~H~ERA DINOPHYCEAE CYMS 
* CRICOSPHAERA HAPTOPHYCEAE CRIS ... CYMATOPLEURA BACILLARIOPH. OP.l .... 
CRIMINOLOGY UT16 CYMATOSIRA BACILLARIOPH. CYSI 
CIHNALIUM CYANOBACTERIA C RIN CYMBELLA BACILLARIOPH. CYI'IB 
* CRINELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 CRNL CY MB ELLON !TZ SCHIA BÄCILLARIOPH. CYBE 
CROATELLA CYANOBACTERIA C ROA * qMBOSPHAERIDIUiil ... ACRITARCHA C YBS 
CRODELIA RHODOPHYCEAE CROD CYMOPOLIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 CYI"'P 
CROUANIA RHODOPHYCEAE CROU * CYROPORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 CYRO 
k CRUCIDISCUS DICTYOCHOPH. CRDS CYRTOPHORÄ CHRYSOPHYCEAE ORT 
k CRUCIELLIPSIS HAPTOPHYCEAE CRUI * CYSTA DINOPHYCEAE CYTA 
CRUCIGENIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 C RUC CYSTOCLONIÜI'I RHODOPHYCEAE C YCN 
CRUCIGENIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 CRGL CYSTOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 C YCC 
CRUCIGLOEA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 CRGO CYSTODINEDlUÄ DINOPHYCEAE C YSO 
. CR U CIPL ACOLITH US HAPTOPHYCEAE CRUP CYSTODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE CYPI 
~ CRUCIRHABDUS HAPTOPHYCEAE C RRB CYSTOPHORA PHAEOPHYCEAE CYST 
CRUORIA RHODOPHYCEAE CRUO CYSTOPHYLLUM PHAEOPHYCEAE CPHY 
CRUORIELLA RHODOPHYCEAE .. CRUR CYSTOSEIRÄ PHÄEOPHYCEAE C YSA 
CRUORIOPSIS RHODOPHYCEAE CRPS CYTOCHROMES PY074 
CRYOCYSTIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 CRYO CYTOGENETICS 6E15 
CRYODACTYLON 
.............. C.H.J,.OROPHYCEAE ..... SS12 .. CRDC CYTOUNINS 8C122 tRYf>TÄi~ACHNE RHOPOPHYCEAE ......... c.Ric····· ·· ·c:nöü>6tc At.::..flietHon· ····· ME11 
.. 
~.~RYPTARCHAEODINIUM DlNOPHYf:.eAE C..@PA cvtouu ~:~~-'CR'rPTAULAX CRYPTOPHYCEAE c ltAÜ .... ·c Y"tottttUÄ . .......... :"""'-"' ...... : .. ," ... :,., ,"!''"'"" 
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CYTOPHYSIOLOGY PY16 
·cft"öfiü'Sif ···· ··· .......... · ···· · ..... · .. · M004 
... ~.YJ()S .. P..H.~~.~~ .................. PHA.EOPHYCEAE CTSP 
COACTYLETHRA> = DAKTYLETHRA . .. . ... DLTH .. 
.. .D..ACJJJ"~C:.9C:~9,P~,l~ ......... ~YA~OBACTERIA DACO 
DACTYLOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 . DACT 
....... D..~.C:.!:f.~().SOJ"f.~. ... .. .. ... B~CILLARIOPH. DCTS 
DACTYLOTHECE CHLOROPHYCEAE SSÜ .... DCTL 
.DANI.ELLA FLAGELLATAE CHEXAMITOPHjoANI 
DANUBE-kATERSHED . . .. . . EP02' 
........ D..~.R..K.................. . .. .. .............. , ..................... . . PH082 
··oAiiKf'fifÜION PY095 
DASYA RHODOPHYCEAE DSYA 
.DASYCLADUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 DAS Y 
DASYCLONIUM RHODOPHYCEAE DASC 
.. DASYEÜA . . RHODOPHYCEAE OASE 
DASYOPSIS RHODOPHYCEAE DSYP 
DAS'fPHILA RHODOPHYCEAE DASL 
DASYPHLOEA RHODOPHYCEAE DASP 
* DASYPORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 DAPO 
DASYPTILON RHODOPHYCEAE DAPT 
.DASYTHAMNION RHODOPHYCEAE DATH 
* DATERIOCRADUS ACRITARCHA DATE 
DAWSONIELLA RHODOPHYCEAE DAWS 
DAWSONIOCOLAX RHODOPHYCEAE DAWX 




* DEflANDREA DINOPHYCEAE DEFL 
* DEFLANDRIUS HAPTOPHYCEAE DEFA 
* DEFLANDRYOCHA DICTYOCHOPHYCEAE DEFY 
DEGENERATION GC25 
DEHYDROGENASES PY1012 
DELAMAREA PHAEOPHYCEAE DELI! 
DELESSERIA RHODOPHYCEAE DELE 
DEL ESSERIOPSIS RHODOPHYCEAE 0 ELO 
DELIS EA RHODOPHYCEAE D ELS 
DENDROCYSTIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 DECY 
DENDROMONAS CHRYSOPHYCEAE DENO 
DENDRYI'IENIA RHODOPHYCEAE DNDI! 
DENITRIFICAT~ON EB292 
DENTICULA BACILLARIOPH. DENT 
DEPOLLUTIÖN EH111 
DEPRECIATION ME368 
D ERBÜÜ . . . CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 DERB 
DEREPYXIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE DRPX 
DERIVATES CH14 
DERMATOLlTHON RHODOPHYCEAE DEL T 
DERMATOPNYlON · CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 DERT 
DERMOCARPA CyANOBACTERIA DERM 
CDERMOCARPELLA) = CYANOCYSTIS CYANOBAC. DERA 
DERI'IOCORYNUS RHODOPHYCEAE DECO 




DESMARELlA CASPEDOPHYCEAE DESA 
DESI'IARE STI A RHODOPHYCEAE DMA R 
DESI'IATRACTUP! CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 DETA 
DESMIA RHODOPHYCEAE DSMA 
DESI'IIDIUM CONJUGATOPH. SS15 DESM 
DESMOCAPSA DINOPHYCEAE DESC 
DESI'IOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 DECC 
(OESMOGONIUM ) = EUNOTIA CBACILLARIOPH.) DESG 
DESMOI'IASTIX DINOPHYCEAE DESO 
DESMOSIPHON CYANOBACTERIA DESS 




DETONULA BACILLARIOPH. DETN 
DETRITUS PH212 
DEUTEROCHARACIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 DEUT 
DEVELOPMENT BN03 
DEVONIAN PA064 
DÜCANTI'IOS . CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 DIAC 
DIACHROS .. XANT.HOP.HYCEAE DIAR 
·:,; DÜCROCANfttfÖiÜM . DINOPHYCEAE DCAN 
...... ~.~.~~·"·Q.~.~.~.~........ .. ............ HAP.T.OP.H.Y..CEAL .. . . DIA N 
* DUDORHOMBUS .. HAPTOPHYCEAE DIRM 
:*. .. U~.~.()J!~.\.I.S. . .. ~Af'.J'.OP,H~CEAE D DZ Y 
DJALliJS .ME2S4 
.. ·:u~:~tu~......... .. ... g.,.~g:~:~~~~AESS13 :~:: 
.. :f:;G.; ...................... ~. :'''' ··Äi::t lf1l· 
·.' ""~ •• c 
DIATOMELLA 
DICELLULA 
CDICERAS) = BITRICHIA 
DICHOSPORANGIUP! 
































































































































































































































































DIPLOTHAMNION RHODOPHYCEAE DTHM EGREGIA PHAEOPHYCEAE ..... EGRE ... 
DIPLOTHECA CRASPEDOPHYCEAE DPTH * EIFF EÜ ITHÜS . HAPTÖPHYCEAE flfF 
DIPLURA PHAEOPHYCEAE DIPU EIRMODESMUS CHRYSOPHYCEAE E . .IR ..... 
DIPTEROSIPHONIA RHODOPHYCEAE DIPS * EISENACKiA .. DINOPHYCEAE ... ESNC 
DISCHARGE PH225 EIS ENIA PHAEOPHYCEAE EISE DIOA ELACHISTA 
.. 
PHAEOPHYCEAE ··nÄc * DISCOASTER .HAPTOPHYCEAE 
* DISCOASTEROIDES HAPTOPHYCEAE DISS ELAKATOTHRIX CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 
..... E.I"M.< .... 
~ ... ~.;.H .. 9.~.~.I~ .. ~.t-!.!\ ............................ I:IAPTOPHYCEAE DILI .. ELAT ERO DiS CUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 ELAT 
* DISCOLITHUS HAPTÖPHYCEAE Disc ELECTRIC CURRENT PH147. 
* 
DISCORHABDUS HAPTOPHYCEAE DRBD ELECTROANALYSIS ME17 
·* DISCOSPHAERA HAPTOPHYCEAE DCSP ELECTRON-MICROSCOPY ME07 
DISCOSPORANGIUM PHAEOPHYCEAE DSRG ELECTROPHORESIS ME161 
* 
DISCOTURBELLA HAPTOPHYCEAE DITU ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY .PY17 
DISINFECTION EB209 *ELLIPSAGELLOSPHAERA HAPTOPHYCEAE ELSA 
DISINTREGATION UC131 ELLIPSOIDION . . XANTHOPHYCEAE ELLP 
DISPORA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 DSPA ELLIPS(HDON ;;, ELÜPSOIDION ELLI 
DISPOROPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 DSPO *ELLIPSOPLACOLITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE .ELPL 
DISSOIHNIUM DINOPHYCEAE DSSO ELLOBIOCYSTIS ELLOBIOPHYCEAE ELLC 
DISSOLVED-ORGANICS C H111 ELLOBIOPSIS ELLOBIOPHYCEAE ELLB 
i< DISTEPHANUS DICTYOCHOPH. DSTE * EMBERGERELLA. CHLORÖPHYCEAE EMBE 
DISTIGMA EUGLENOPH. DISG EMBRYOCOLA EUGLENOPH. EMBR .. 
DISTILLATION ME251 EMENDATION . ST07 
DISTROMIUM PHAEOPHYCEAE D IST EMERGOCOCCUS ........................ C.HLOROPHYCE,&.E SS11 ...... I;.M.E.J:! .. 
DITHOTHAMtiiUM RHODOPHYCEAE DITH ·ei'ii:k6ösi>iiAE'RA tiiüiROPHYCEAE SS12 EMEG 
DITRIA RHODOPHYCEAE DITR EMERSED-VEGETATION EC061 
* 
DITRIPODIUM EBRIOPHYCEAE D.IPO .EM.ILIAN lA HAPTOPHYCEAE EMIL 
DITYLUM BACILLARIOPH. DITY EMISSION-S PECTRA PH078 
DNA BC081 ENALLAX .... CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 ENAL 
DNA-HYBRIDIZATION GE074 ENANTlOCLADIA RHODOPHYCEAE ENAN 
DNA-REPLICATION GE025 ENDACAR IN E = ENDARACHNE ENDA 
DOCIDIUM CONJUGATOPH. SS15 DOCD ENDARACHNE PHAEOPHYCEAE ENDR 
DOHRNIELLA RHODOPHYCEAE DOHR ENDOCHLORIDION XANTHOPHYCEAE ENOC 
DOLICHOSCELIS RHODOPHYCEAE DOLC ENDOCLADIA RHODOPHYCEAE ENCL 
DOLIOCATELLA CYANOBACTERIA DOLl ENDOCLONIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 ECLN 
* 
DOMASIA DINOPHYCEAE DOMA ENDODERMA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 ENDO 
DOMES TI C WATER EB34 ENDODICTYON PHAEOPHYCEAE ENDC 
DOTYOPHYCUS RHODOPHYCEAE DOTV ENDODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE E NDI 
DOXODASYA R.HODOPHYCEAE DOXA ENDOGEN JA RHODOPHYCEAE ENGE 
DRAINAGE-AREA EB075 ENDOLITHA EC112 
DRAPARNALDIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 DRPN ENDOPHYTA EC10 
DRAPARNALDlELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 DRAN ENDOPHYT ON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 E NPH 
DRAPARNALDIOPSIS 
.CHLOROPHY C.EAE SS13 DROP ENDOPLASMIC-RETICULUM M0132 
* 
DREPANOTHECA BACILLARIOPH. DRET ENDOPLURA PHAEOPHYCEAE ENPR 
DREWIANA RHODOPHYCEAE DREW ENDOSIPHONIA RHODOPHYCEAE ENDS 
DRIFTS EB145 ENEIDOMONAS EUGLENOPH. ENED 
DRURIDGEA BACILLARIOPH. DRUR ENERGETICS PY126 
DRY-MATT ER-ASH BC03 ENERGY CONSUMPTION ME364 
DUCELLIERIA XANTHOPHYCEAE DUCE ENERGV FARMiNG UT17 
DUDRESNAYA RHODOPHYCEAE DUDR ENERGY-SUBSTANCE-BUDGET EH051 
DUMONTI A RHODOPHYCEAE DUMO ENHALUS SPERMÄTOPHYTA ENHA 
DUNALIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 DUNL * ENIGMASPHAERA DINOPHYCEAE ENIG 
DURAliON GC13 ENSICULIFERA DINOPHYCEAE E NSC 
DURV ILL EA PHAEOPHYCEAE DURV .. ENTEROBACTER HNT 
DUTHIEA RHODOPHYCEAE DUTH ENTEROMORPHA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 ENTE 
* 
DV1NELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 DIIIN ENTOCLADIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 ENTC 
DYLAKOSOMA EUGLENOPH. DYLA ENTODESMIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE ENTO 
D\'SMORPHOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 DVMO ENTOMONEIS BACILLARIOPH. ENTM 
D\'STROPHIC-WATERS EB112 ... 'eNfo'NEMA. PHAEOPHYCEAE CI,TN 
DZENSIA CYANOBACTERIA DZEN ENTO PH 'I' S AllS CYANOBACTERIA ENPY 
EAS T-C ENTP AL-USA EP063 ENTOPYLA BACILLARIOPH. ENPL 
EASTAFRICA EP054 ENTOSIPHON EUGLENOPH. ENSI 
.. EBRIA EBRIOPHYCEAE EBRA ENTRANSIA CONJUGATOPH. SS16 ENTR 
., EBRIELLA EBRIOPHYCEAE EBRI ENZYME- INDUCT l ON GE11 
EBRINULA EBRIOPHYCEAE EBNU ENZYME-TURNOilER PY104 
EBRIOPHYCEAE SS061 ENZYMES PY101 
E'BRIOPSIS EBRIOPHYCEAE EBOP * EOCHARA CHAROPHYCEAE EOCH ECBALLOC\'STELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 ECBA * EOI>ISCOASTER HAPTOPHYCEAE EOOI ECBALLOCYST IS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 E CC Y EOENTOPHYSALIS EOEN 
ECBALLOCYSTOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 E CBO EOMYCES CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 EOMY ECBALLODICTYON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 ECDI EOSYNECHOCOCCUS EOSY 
ECHINOCOLEUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 ECHO EOTETRAEI>RON FOSSIL ALGA EOTE 
ECHINOSPHAERELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 E CNL * EOZYGION CYANOBACTERIA EOZY ECHINOSPORANGIUM RHODOPHYCEAE ESPO *EPELIDOSPHAERIDIA DINOPHYCEAE EPEL 
ECHINOTHAMNION RHODOPHYCEAE fCHI * EPHEDRIPITES DINOPHYCEAE EPDR 
ECI<LONIA PHAEOPHYCEAE ECLO EPIBIONTA EC09 ECOLOGY EC01 EPIBIONTA-ON-ALGAE EC093 ECOHOMIC MODELLING ME372 EPIBOLIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 EPIB 
ECTOCARPUS PHAEOPHYCEAE ECTO EPICLADIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 EPIL ECTOCHAETE CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 EC.TE. EPICYSTIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE E PIC ECTOCLINIUM RHODOPHYCEAE ECTC EPILIMNION PH162 ECTOGERON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 E CG.R. EPlLITHON RHODOPHYCEAE EPIT ECTOPHORA RHODOPHYCEAE EPHO EPIPHLOEA RHODOPHYCEAE EPIP EDAPHON EC20 * EPIPHYTON RHODOPHYCEAE EPPH E DWARDS I ElLA ? 1Eöw EPIPYXIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE EPIX 
EffiCIENCY-UTILIZATION GC,31 EPISCHURA DINOPHYCEAE EPIS EFFLUENT QUALITY EB32 *~~IStAc~E6tbeS . RHODOPHYCEAE EPST 
EFFLU ENT -STORAGE EB.?.HJ EPITHEMIA BACILLARIOPH. EPTH 
* EGMONTODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE EGfH EPYMENÜ RHODOPHYCEAE EPYM 
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HRicsoNIA ............... H~.e:ri>P.HrceAe . c.1uc 
..... E.RKE.NiÄ .. CHRYSOPHYCEAE E Rl<N 
....... ~.~.~9..1>.~.~.fii .. I .. L .................................. !;.I:t!..()R.9.1'.1:tY.!;.I;~.!; .... S.$.1.4 ........... ~.R..NO. ... . 
ERRERELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE 5512 ERRE 
ERRORS-LOSSES ............... ~E30 
. 'iR'yfifii'ö'ÜÄÖ'iA...... RHODOPHYCEAE E RYT 
ERYTHRO CLONIUM ... RHODOPHYCEAE E RCL 
iRYTHRÖ.tÖLÖN .. ... RHODOPHYCEAE ERYC 
ERYTHROCYSTIS ....... RHO.DOPHYCEAE .ERC.Y 
ER"iTifRoöeRM.is RHoooPHvceAE eRvo 
ERYTHROGLOSSUM .RHODOPI:IYCEAE ERY.G 
..... ERYTHRÖNEMA ...... RHODOPHYCEAE ERYN 
ERYTHRO PEL TI S RHO.DOPHYCEAE.. E RPE 
iRYTHRÖPiiYLiUM RHODOPHYCEAE ERTH 
ERYTHROPSIS JUNOP.HYCEAE. ERYP 
ERYTHROTiüciÜ:Ä... RHODOPHYCEAE ERTR 
ERYTHRYMENIA RHODOPHYCEAE.. ERYM 
iscifERICHiA . 1ESC 
ESR-SPECTRA ME33 
ESTEBANÜ .. RHODOPHYCEAE ESTE 
ESTERS BCt8.. 
ESTIMAt ION ME084 
ETHELIA RHODOPHYCEAE ETHE 
ÜHMODÜCUS BACILLARIOPH. ETHM 
EUASTRIDIUI1 CONJUGATOPH. SS15 EUAD 
EUASTROPSlS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 EUAT 
EUASTRUM .CONJUGATOP.H. SS15 EUAS 
EÜCAMPÜ BACILLARIOPH. EUCM 
EUCAPSIS CYANOBACTERIA EUCP 
EÜcERAT IUM DINOPHYCEAE EUC R 
EUCH EUMA .... RHODOPHYCEAE EUCH 
EUCÖ.CCÖNEIS BACILLARIOPH. ECOC 
EUDESME ......... PHAEOPHYCEAE EUD S 
EUDICTÜ BACILLARIOPH. EUDI 
EUDORINA .... CHLOROPHYC.EAE 5510 EUDO 
EÜGÜN.Ä .. EUGLENOPH. EUGL 
.~Y.f>.I::.E..N.~~O..!l.~.M ........................ EUGLENOPH.,... . ...... EUG~ 
EUGLENOCAPSA .. EUGLENOPH. .... EUCA 
EUGLENOPHYTA SS18 
t&T6'CENO.PS IS . . EUGlENÖPH. E GP S 
EUGLENOSOMA EUGLENOPH. EUGE 
EUGÖMÖNTÜ . CHLOROPHYCEAE S513 EUGO 
* EUGONOPHYLLUII CHLOROPHYCEAE 5514 EUPH 
ElfM'Y'coi>i1vi'Ä .... 5523 
EUNOTIA BACILLARIOPH. EUNO 
EUJIOTIOPSIS BACILLARIOPH. EUP5 
EUNOTOGRAf'IMA BACILLARIOPH. EUNT 
.. EUPTILOTA RHODOPHYCEAE EUPT 
EURASIA EP03 
EÜROP~ Mii>irERRÄNEAN REG. EP032 
EURYBIONTA EC151 
EURYCERClJS DINOPHYCEAE ? ERUS 
EURYOMIIA RHODOPHYCEAE EURY 
EllSPHAEREÜA CHRY50PHYCEAE EUSP 
"'EU5PONDYLOPORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE S514 EUPO 
EUSTIGf'IATOPHYCEAE 55193 
EUTETRAMORU5 CHLOROPHYCEAE S512 EUTE 
EUTHORA . . . RHODOPHYCEAE EUTH 
EUTREPTIA EUGLENOPH. EUTR 
EÜTR EPfii:li..Ä EUGLENOPH~ E Ul A 
EUZONIA .RHODOPHYCEAE EUZO 
evÄi>oR'Ätioti PII204 
EXCENTROCHLORIS XANTHOPHYCEAE EXET 
.... EXC.ENTRÖS PHÄEÜ CHLÖROPHYCEAE S512 EXC E 
EXCH.-DYNAMIC-EQUILIBR. GC27 
eico.PtiYLL'liM · · ·· · · ·· · · · · · Rtior>oF>Iivi:eAe EXPH 
EXOSPHAEROMA . . RHODOPHYCEAE ? EXOS EXi>eoiTiöNs::.:c"R"uiSts. · ·· ··· · · eo1ö 
EXPERlf'IENTAL-SUBSTRATES EB223 
... E'ic'P'ERIMENTAL;,;,VESSELS ... EB212 
EXTRACTION UC132 
'e'XfR efiie:;,;,P'ii:::lfAT'E'R.S" .. ..... EB13 .... 
EXTREMES HARDINESS GC071 
... txtR"eiile·s;,;,HA.RDl:Näs . GC07 
EXUVIELLA DINOPHYCEAE EXUV 
;;.: EXVOT AR ISÜ.LÄ CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 EXVO 
* EYREA DINOPHYCEAE EYRA 









... FÄi:ULTÄtiVE PONDS 
FALJ<ENBERGIA RHODOPHYCEAE FALK 
. FÄi::ifeNBERGÜLÜ RHODOPilYCEAE FALL 
F ALKLAND I Ell A . ~J:IODOP!ff.CEAE FAND 
:;. FA[S.EBRIA EBRIOPHYCEAE FAEB 
FAR-EAST EP039 
. Ji'A'rt';;;lfEif . . PH076 
F ARLOWI A RHODOPHYCEAE F ARL 
























.. F II>ALGOI10NAS EUGLENOPH. 
FILAMENTS-TRICHOMES 

































































(fREMYEllA) = MICROCHAETE CYANOBACT. 
FRIDEA CHLOROPHYCEAE 
FRIEDMANNIA CHLOROPHYCEAE 




FUNCTIONAL <KINETIC> MODELLING 
FURCElLARIA RHODOPHYCEAE 

























.. 6A'SrR"ciclotüiJM .. 
6ATTYA 
...• ,.i(iiiHi'H·;n· " .... 
UUMIELLA 






























































































6EITLERIA CYANOBACTERIA GEIT GOLENkfiÜA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 GkiN 
... GEitl.ERIBACTRON CYANOBACTERIA GTLR GOLENtc:INIOPSIS .. ci:!I,.ORQPH)'CE/IE SS12 GKOP 11of33 .. GELIDIELLA RHODOPHYCEAE GELL 6cif6i:..;ÄPPÄRÄTÜS 
... GELIDIOCOLAX RHODOPHYCEAE GLDC GOMESIAMONAS DU~OPHYCEAE GOMS 
GELIDIOPSIS RHODOPHYCEAE GELP ... GOMÖNTiA ........ CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 GÖMO 
GELIDIUM RHODOPHYCEAE GELD GOMONTI ELLA CYAN013ACTERIA GOML 
6ELINARIA RHODOPHYCEAE GELl GÖMPHOfVMB Ei. LA . BACILLARIOPH. GOMM 
GEMELLICYSTIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 GECY GOMPHONEIS BACll.LARlOPH. GONE 
GEMINELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 GEMI . Ciol'ii>HciNEMÄ. BACILLARIOPH. GOMP 
GEMINOCARPUS PHAEOPHYCEAE GEMC GOMPHONITZSCHIA .... ßAClLlARIOPH. GOMN 
.. G0SP GEI'IMIPHORA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 GEMM GÖMPHÖSPHAERIA CYANOBACTERIA 
GENE-lilANIFESTATION GE032 GONATOBLASTE 
''""' ~~~%~~~~i~~E .. ssn .. GONA . .. GENERATION-TIME BN13 6öNATo6E'tHÄ GOGE 
GENETlC CODE GE031 GONATOZVGON CONJUGATOPH. SS16 GONZ 
GENETIC-MAPS GE1 52 GONGROS IRA CHLOROPHYCEAE 5513 GONS 
GENETICS GE01 GONGROSIRELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 GOGR 
GENETICS-OF-PHOTOSYNTH. GE101 * GONGYLIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE GONG 
GENETICS-OTHER-PATHWAYS GE102 GONIDIA BN11 
GENICULARIA CONJUGATOPH. SS15 GEN! GONIMOCOLAX RHODOPHYCEAE GONC 
GENICULUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 GENC GONIMOPHYLLUM RHODOPHYCEAE GOPH 
GENOTYPIC-ANALYSIS GC142 GONlOCHLORIS XANTHOPHYCEAE GOCL 
GEOCHR\'SIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE GEOC GONIODERMA DINOPHYCEAE GOOD 
GEOLOGICAL-BEDS-ROCKS EB25 GONIODOMA DINOPHYCEAE GODO 
GEOLOGICAL-SEDIMENTS EB252 GONIOLITHON RHODOPHYCEAE GONL 
GEORGIELLA RHODOPHYCEAE GEOR GONIOTRICHOPSIS RHODOPHYCEAE GONT 
GEOSIPHON LICHENES GEOS GONIOTRICHUM RHODOPHYCEAE GOTR 
GEPHYRIA BACILLARIOPH. GEPY GONIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 GONI 
GEPHYROCAPSA HAPTOPHYCEAE GEPH GONODIA RHODOPHYCEAE GOND 
GESSNERIUM DINOPHYCEAE GESS GONONEMA PHAEOPHYCEAE GONO 
* 
GETEAIA RHODOPHYCEAE GETA * GONYAULACYSTA DINOPHYCEAE GOCY 
GIARDIA FLAGELLATAE CHEXAMITOPH.)GIAR GONYAULAX DINOPHYCEAE GNYL 
GIBBERELLINS BC123 GONYOSTOMUM RAPHIDOPHYCEAE GOST 
GIBSMITkSIA RHODOPHYCEAE GIBS GORDEJEVIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 GORJ 
GIFFORDIA PHAEOPHYCEAE GIFF GORDYMONAS FLAGELLATAE lNC. SED. GORD 
GIGANTOCHLORIS CHLOROPHYCEAE GIGC GOSSLERIELLA BACILLARIOPH. GOSL 
GIGANTOSPHAERA HAPTOPHYCEAE GITO GRACILARIA RHODOPHYCEAE GRCL 
GIGARTINA RHODOPHYCEAE GIGA GRACILARIOCOLAX RHODOPHYCEAE GAIL 
GILBERTSMITHIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 GILB GRACILARIOPHILA RHODOPHYCEAE GRAC 
GIRAUDI'JPSIS PHAEOPHYCEAE GIPS GRACiLARIOPS IS RHODOPHYCEAE GRPS 
GI RAUDIA PHAEOPHYCEAE GRAD GRALLATONIA RHODOPHYCEAE GRLL 
GIRVANELLA FOSSIL ALGA GIVA GRAMMATOPHORA BACILLARIOPH. GRMM 
GLACIERS-ICEBERGS EB152 GRANIA RHODOPHYCEAE GRAl 
GLAPHYRYMENIA RHODOPHYCEAE GLAP GRANULOCHLORIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 GRNL 
GLAUCOCYSTIS CHLOROPHYCEAE 5512 GLAU GRANULOCYSTOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 GRCY 
GLAUCOCV STOPSI S CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 GLAC GRAPHICAL~METHODS I'IE192 
GLAUCOSPHAERA CHLOROPHYCEAE ?SS11 ? GLOS GRATELOUPIA RHODOPHYCEAE GRLP 
* GLENOBOTRYDION CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 ? GLEB GRÄVEL 'E:81'4'4···.··· 
GLENODINIOPSIS DINOPHYCEAE GLIP GREAT-LAKES-AREA EP062 
GLENODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE GLEN GR~~·LA~ri ···-·-·· .. E P091 
GLOBIGERINA RADIOLARIA GLOB GRifFITHSIA RHODOPHYC.EAE GRFS 
GLOBOCHAETE FOSSIL ALGA GLOT .. GIÜNNEÜ.IA RHODOPHYCEAE GRNN 
GLOEOACTINUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 GLAT * GRIPHOPORELLA Cf:ILO~OPHYCEAE $514 ___ G __ RPO 
GLOEOBACTER CYANOBACTERIA GBAC GROENBLADIA CONJUGATOPH. SS15 GRBL 
GLOEOBOTRYS XANTHOPHYCEAE GLBO GR OUND WATER_ RE.JNFll TRAT! ON_ EB343 
GLOEOCfiPSA CYANOBACTERIA GLCA GROVEA BACILLARIOPH. GROV 
* GLOEOCAPSOMORPHA CYANOBACTERIA GLCM GROWTH BN02 
GLOEOCHAETE CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 GCHT GRO WTH-BfONOMÜL ... BN021 
GLOEOCHLORIS XANTHOPHYCEAE GCHL GROWTH-RATE BN022 
GLOEOCHRYSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE GCRY GROWTHPOTENTiA[-ASSAYS EH1 01 
GLOEOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 GLCC GRUNOWIELLA RHODOPHYCEAE GRUN 
GLOEOCYSTIS CYANOBACTERIA GCYS GUERINEA. RHODOPHYCEAE GUER 
GLOEOOENDRON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 GDEN GUINARDIA BACILLARIOPH. GUIN .. 
tiLOEODINIOPSIS GDIP GULSONIA RHODOPHYCEAE GULS 
GLOEODaiUM DINOPHYCEAE G DIN GUNFLINTIA FOSSIL ALGA ? GUNF 
GLOEOMONAS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 GMON GUTTULA DINOPHYCEAE GUff 
GLOEOPLAX CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 GLAX GY,.NASTER DINOPHYCEAE GYMA 
GLOEOPOÖIUM XANTHOPHYCEAE GPOD * GYMNOCYSTiPIUM DINOPHYCEAE GYMC 
GLOEOSKENE XANTHOPHYCEAE GLOE GYI'INODINIUI'I DINOPHYCEAE GYDI 
GLOEOT AENIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 GTEN GYMNOGONGRUS RHODOPHYCEAE GYMG 
GLOEOTHECE CYANOBACTERIA GLTH GYMNOPHLOEA RHODOPHYCEAE GYMP 
GLOEOTILA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 GLTL GYMNOTHAMNIÖN RHODOPHYCEAE GYMN 
GLOEOTILOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 GLTP ( GYMNOZYGA ) =.J3.AMBUSINA C0NJU6ATOPH. GYMZ 
GLOEOTRICHIA CYANOBACTERIA GTRI GYORffYANA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 GYOR 
GLOIOCLADIA RHODOPHYCEAE GLOC GYRODINIUM .DJNOPHYCEAE .. GY_RD 
GLOIODERMA RHODOPHYCEAE GDER GfROMITUS PRASINOPHYCEAE GYRM 
GL OIOPEL TI S RHODOPHYCEAE GPEL GYROPAIGNE ... EUG.l.ENOPH •. GYf'_A 
GLOIOPHLOEA RHODOPHYCEAE GLOI * GYRÖPciReCLÄ CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 GYPO 
GLOIOSACCION RHODOPHYCEAE GOSA GYROSIGMA .... ... . 6ACILI.ARIOPH. G YS I 
GLOIOSIPHONIA RHODOPHYCEAE GLIS HÄEiiiAföcelis RHODOPHYCEAE HAEM .. 
GLOSSOPHORA PHAEOPHYCEAE GOSS HAEI'IATOCOCCUS ... CHlOROPHY.C.EAE ..... $$10. .... HM.~C 
. '"'iiA'fiüÄ . .,.,._.,N,N'U"<'•"'' 
* GLOSSOPTEIHS CYANOBACTERIA GLSS 1 HAF 
GLOXIOIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 GLOX HALARACHNION RHODOPHYCEAE HLRA 
GLUCONOBACTER 1GLU ... , .. HAi iARA c·ii Ne>····,;;· "L.vN6ävA. ·cvÄNÖBAti'ERIA····· . HAAR 
GLYCERIDES BC053 HALICALrPTRA ... EB.RI.OPJ:I'f.C.EAE ? ... I:IA.LR .. 
GLYCOLYSIS i>Yö96 HAl.iciiRvs:iS ...... RHODOPHYCEAE HACH 
GLYCOSIDES BC043 HALICNIDE RHODOPHYCEAE HALO 
GLYOXY[It-ACID-C~CLE PY094 . HÄLi.coRYNE . -· .. ciiüiRcil'tivceÄe 5514 .... liÄcö 


























. HANTZSC HIA 






























































* HEDSTROMIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 
HEGNERIA EUGLENOPH. 
HEIMIOCHRYSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE 
HELEOCHLORI5) = TELI'IATOSKENE CHLOROPH. 
HELEOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 
HELGOLANDINIUM DINOPHYCEAE 
HELlAPSIS CHRY50PHYCEAE 
HELICOD ICTYON CHLOROPHYCEAE 5513 
* HELICONEI'IA CYANOBACTERIA 
* HELICOPONTOSPHAERA HAPTOPHYCEAE 
HELIC05PHAERA HAPTOPHYCEAE 
HELikOTROPlS EUGLENOPH. 
HEL lOCH RY5 15 CHRY50PHYCEAE 
Cfil:i.:iococ cüs> :: HELi:öcoCCÜ5 
k HELIOL1THU5 HAPTOPHYCEAE 






* HELOSPHAERlDIÜM ACRITARCHA 
HEMIAULUS BACILLARIOPH. 





H EI'II S EUII S CRYPTOPHYCEAE 
HEMISPHAERELLA XANTHOPHYCEAE 
HEMITOMA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 
HENN ED Y A RHODOPHYCEAE 















































































































































































































































































HORI'IIDIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 
HORMIDIOPS IS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 
HORMIDIOSPORA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 
GlORMIDIUM) CHLORHORMIDIUM SS13 




HORMOTH AMNION CYANOBACTERIA 
HORMOTILA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 
HORMOTILOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 
* HORNIBROOkiNA HAPTOPHYCEAE 
HORTOBAGGIAMONAS DINOPHYCEAE 
HORTOBAGYELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 
HOVASSEBRIA EBRIOPHYCEAE 






















































HUSSEYA RHODOPHYCEAE HUSS " INTERMURELLA ..... . CHl.QRQPHYCEAE. SS.14 .. ...... I.N.TM ... 
* HUTTONIA 
.. BACIÜ.ARIOPH. HUTT "'!Nr·E·R·T'H·A'Pi'N'loN RHODOPHYCEAE INTH 
HYALIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 HAL I INTERTI DAL -ZONE EC063 
CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 HYBA * INÜXTÜLÜL A .... 
... ' ........ 
. ... INTX . 
HVALOBRACHION CHLOROPHYCEAE 
HYALOBRYON CHRYSOPHYCEAE HYBR. " INVERSIDINIUM .. . DINOPIJYCe.AE INVS 
HYALOCAROIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 HYLA INVESTMENT.:..coSTS i4E363 
HYALOCHLORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 HYCL INVOLUCRANA RHO.DOPHYCEAE . ;INVO 
HYALOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 H YAC IOLYA FLAGELLATAE INC. SED. IOL Y 
HYALOCYLIX CHRYSOPHYCEAE HYLC ION EXCHANGE EB?Q18 
k HYALODISCUS BACILLARIOPH. HYLD IONEXCHAN~E~COLUMNC~ROMATO~RAPHY ME164 
HYALOGONIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 HYLG IONIZING-RADIATION PH12 
HYALORAPHIDIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 HYRA IONS PH01 
HYALOSELENE RAPHIDOPH. HYAL IR PH112 
HYALOSIPHONIA RHODOPHYCEAE HYON IR-SPECTRA ME36 
HYALOTHECA CONJUGATOPH. SS15 HYTH IREKSOKONIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 IREK 
HYBRIDIZATION-RELATED-ORGANISMS GE072 IRIDAEA RHODOPHYCEAE IRID 
HYBRIZATION-DISTANT GE073 IRIDOPHYCUS RHODOPHYCEAE IRDO 
HYOIBRIZATION GE07 IRON CH09l 
HYDRATION-STATUS PY141 ISACTIS CYANOBACTERIA ISAC 
HYORIANUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 HYDA * ISCHADITES CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 ICHA 
HYDROBIOLOGY EH01 ISHIGE PHAEOPHYCEAE ISHI 
.HVDROCARBONS CH113 ISOCHRYSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE ISOC 
HYDROCLATHRUS PHAEOPHYCEAE HYDC ISOCYSTIS CYANOBACTERIA ISCY 
HYDROCOCCUS CYANOBACTERIA H YCC ISOENZYMES PY1011 
HYDROCOLEUM CYANOBACTERIA H YCO ISOL.-PROTOPLASTS M023 
HYDROCORYNE CYANOBACTERIA HYNE ISOLATED-CELLS 111021 
HYDRODICTYON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 HYDI ISOLATED-ORGANELLES M022 
HYDROGEN-IONS CH062 ISOLATION ME12 
HYDROGEN-SULFIDE CH082 ISONEMA EUGLENOPH. ISON 
HYDR06RAPHY PH152 ISOTOPE-TECHNIQUES ME27 
HYDROLITHON RHODOPHYCEAE HYDL IS THMIA BACILLARlOPH. ISTH 
HYDROLOGY PH151 ISTHMOCHLORON XANTHOPHYCEAE ISMC 
HYDROLYSIS ME28 * ISTHMOLITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE ISTL 
HYDROSERA BACILLARIOPH. HYDR ISTHMOPLEA PHAEOPHYCEAE ISTM 
HYDRURUS CHRYSOPHYCEAE HYDU IWANOFF IA . CHLOROPHYCEAE SS.13 . .IwAN 
HYELLA CYANOBACTERIA HYEL fYENGARie'll:A ....... CYANOBACTERIA !YEN 
HYI'IENENA RHODOPHYCEAE HYNA J:YENGARIOMONAS .CHl,.OROPHYCE;AE SS10 IHG 
HYMENOCLADIA RHODOPHYCEAE H YC D JAAGIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 JAAG 
HYMENOCLONIUM RHODOPHYCEAE HYMC JANCZEWSKIA RHODOPHYCEAE JANC 
HYMENOMONAS HAPTOPHYCEAE HYMN JANIA RHODOPHYCEAE JANI 
HYPHOMORPHA CYANOBACTERIA HYPH JANTINELLA RHODOPHYCEAE JANT 
HYPNEA RHODOPHYCEAE HP!OA JAOA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 JAOA 
HYPNEOCOLAX RHODOPHYCEAE H YPE JAONIELLA CHRYSOPHYCEAE JAON 
HYPNODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE HYPN JETS EB334 
HYPNOMONAS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 HYPI'I JOCULATOR RHODOPHYCEAE JOCU 
HYPOGLOSSUM RHODOPHYCEAE HYPG JOHANNESBAPTISTIA CYANOBACTERIA JHBP 
HYPOLIMNIO,., PH164 JOLYA DINOPHYCEAE JOLY 
HYPOPHYLLUM RHODOPHYCEAE HYPO JURANYI ELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 JURA 
* HYSTRICHOGONYAULAX DINOPHYCEAE HYGO JURASSie PA072 
* HYSTRICHOKIBOTIUM DINOPHYCEAE HBOT * JURUSANIA CYANOBACTERIA JURS 
* HYSTRICHOKOLPO~A DINOPHYCEAE HYSK KAENOZOICUM-TERTIARY PA08 
* HYSTRICHOSPHAERA DINOPHYCEAE HYST 1r KAKABEKIA FOSSIL ALGA KAKA 
* HYSTRICHOSPHAERIDIUM DINOPHYCEAE HYTR 1r KALLOSPHAERIDIUM DINOPHYCE.AE KLSP 
ICECOVER-FREEZING EB151 KALLYMENIA RHODOPHYCEAE KALY 
ICHTHYODOtHUM CONJUGATOPH. SS15 ICH Y KATABLEPHARIS CRYPTOPHYCEAE KATS 
ICHTYOCERCUS DINOPHYCEAE ICHT KATAGNYMENE CYANOBACTERIA KAT AG 
IGNATIUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 IGNA KATODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE KADI 
ILEA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 ILEA k KEEGA RHODOPHYCEAE KEEG 
* 
ILSELITHINA HAPTOPHYCEAE ILSE KENTRODISCUS .BACILLARIOPH • KENT 
ILSTERIA XANTHOPHYCEAE ILST . KENTROSPHAERA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 KENS 
IMANTON lA HAPTOPHYCEAE IMNT KEPHYRION CHRXSOPHYCEAE KEPH 
IMMUNOLOGY-SEROLOGY PY19 KEPHYR.i:OPSÜ CHRYSOPHYCEAE KEPO 
* 
IMPERIASTER FOSSIL ALGA IMAS KERATOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 KRCC 
... KERiOCHÜMYS .... IMPLICARIA RHODOPHYCEAE IMPL CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 KERl 
IN-S ITU ME09 KHAWKINIA EUGLENOPH. KWKI 
IN-V ITRO ME10 KiNETICS GC14 
INDETERMINATAE= ALGAE INDETERMINATAE SS20 * KINNEYIA CYANOBACJERIA KNEY 
... KtRCHNERIEÜA ... IN DIA EP042 CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 KINL 
INDI AN-OC EAN EP23 KIRCHNERIELLOSACCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 KISA 
INDONESIA EP044 . kfs s EL e\i.iA CRYPTOPHYCEAE KISS 
INDUCED-MUTATIONS GEOS KITTONIA BACILLARIOPH. KTON 
INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE ME234 KJEÜMANIELLÄ PHAEOPHYCEAE KJEL 
INDUSTRIAL-USE UT03 KLEBAHN I ELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 KLEA 
INDUSTRIAL-WASTES EB17 KLEBSHORMIDIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS1.3 KLEB 
INDUSTRIAL-WATERS EB23 KLEBSIELLA .. EUGLENOPH. 1KLE 
( INHALUS) = ENHALUS ? BACILLARIOPH. INHA (KLEBSIMASTIX) = KLEBSIELLA KLEM 
INHERITANCE GE03 KNEUCKERIA RHODOPHYCEAE KNEU 
INHIBITORS BC102 KOFOIDIELLA . CHLOROPHYCEAE ss1o KOFO 
INLAND-SAliNE-WATERS EB042 KOFOIDINIUM DINOPHYCEAE KODI 
INODERMA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 INOD KOINOPOOION CHRYSOPHYCEAE KOIN 
* 
INOPINATELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 INOP KOLBEAHA EUGLENOPH. KOLB 
INORGAN IC-WASTES EB172 KOLIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 KOLL 
INSECTA SS252 -~<KOMIA RHODOPHYCEAE KMIA 
INTENSITY GC01 ~KbNINCKOPOROIDE~ CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 KNCK 
INTERACTION GC08 KORNI'IANNIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 KORN 
INTERF ILUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 INTF KORSCHIKOFFIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 KORS 
INTERGLACIAL PA092 KORSCHPALMELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 KOPL .. 



































. LAGENiSMÄ ... . BACILLARIOPH. 
LAGERHEIMIA CHLOROPHYCEAE 
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PERIDINIOPSÜ DINOPHYCEAE PERP PHOTORESPIRATION PY048 
f"E~J:DJI'(IUM . DTNOPH.Y.CF.AF. PEDI PHOTOSYNTHESIS PY.:l3 
* PERIMNESTf CHAROPHYCEAE PERM PHOTOSYNTHETIC PRODUCTS PY05 
f'.E.R.INEM.A .. RHODOPHYCEAE Pl:MA PHOTOSYNTHETIC-MECHANISM PY04 
PERIODICWATEii~~Üoo(ES EB104 PHOTOSYSTEMS-ENHANCE"ENT PY044 
PERION()PSIS . ? PEON PHOTOTAXIS P Y184 
PERIPHYKON RHODOPHYCEAE PERN PHOTOTROPISM P Y183 
.. PERif"H')'JON EC08 PHRAGMONEMA RHODOPHYCEAE PHRG 
PERlPLAST M0081 PHRIX RHODOPHYCEAE PHRX 
.. PERJSCHELJA RHODOPHYCEAE PELA PHYCOBILINS PY072 
.. 
PERISPERMUM RHODOPHYCEAE PERR PHYCODRYS RHODOPHYCEAE PHYD 
........ PERJSPOROCHNUS ...... PH/\EOPHYCEAE PCHN PHVCOPATHOL OGY BN12 
* PERISSEIASPHAERIDIUM DINOPHYCEAE PERS PHYCOPELTIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PHPE 
PERIJI:tALIA ... .. PHAEOPHYCEAE PERH PHYLLAR IA PHAEOPHYCEAE PHLL 
* PERITRACHELINA HAPTOPHYCEAE PTLI PHiLLARIOCHLORIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PHIS 
PERMANGANATE EB2012 ..... f>H . .J.I"LOBIUM .... CHLOROPHYCfAE SS12. PHLO 
PERMIAN. PA066 PHYLLOCARDIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PHOC 
* PERMOCALCULUS CI:!LOROPH')'CEAE SS14 PERC PHYLLODERMA .......... ? PDER 
* PERMOPADINA PHAEOPHYCEAE PRPD . Plivüöö Ici"vödiil DICTYOCHOPH. PHYLL 
. * PEROMONOLITES RljODOpH'(CEAE . PERO Pl:t'O.L,()~IGA~ PHAEOPHYCEAE PHYL 
.... PE ROHE .. . .. . . XANTHOPHYCEAE PERE PHYLLOGLOEA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 PYGL 
......... P.~~.<?t<IJ:.~ .. ' ' . I!Aql+./\RJ:()PI:t. PERl PHYLLOMJTUS DINOPHYCEAE PLOM ... PHYLLOPHORA PERONIELLA XANTHOPHYCEAE PRNL RHODOPHYCEAE PHLP 
.f'.E.~.'?~.J:.I>J .. EB2013 .. Pli n,.I"()S J:.PI:tON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 PHLS 
PEROXIDES 
.................................. 
.... ciio41 PHYLLOSPORA PHAEOPHYCEAE PHSP 
PERO)(YSOMS 110139 PHYLLYMENIA RHODOPHYCEAE PHLM 
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~~ii.6~i~~TICS-EVOLUTION ST02 PLOEOTILA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 PLTL 
PHYI'IATOI>OCIS CONJUGATOPH. SS15 PHYI'I PLUMARIA . ~HO.DO.P.I:IY.CEA.E .. P4..UI'1. 
PH YMÄTOÜTHON RHODOPHYCEAE PMLI .. PLUMÄRÜÜA RHODOPHYCEAE PLUL 
PHYSICAL-I>ATA PH14 PLUI'IARIOPSIS ... RHO!lO.P..HY.C.EA!; ..................... !'L!,IA 
~HYSIOLOGY PY01 ........... PN.Eol>ii'Y'l'l'i:iM····· RHODOPHYCEAE PNEO 
PHYSOCYTIUI'I CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 PHYS POCILLOI'IONAS ...... CI:I.L()ROf'HYCE_AE SS10. ........ PCIL .. 
.. (~HYSOI>RYS) = PHYCODRYS P\'DY ........ ~öcocl<rii.i. Ä PHAEOPHYCEAE POCK 
... 
* PHYSOPORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 PHPO POI>AI'IPHORA FLAGELLATAE POPO. 
PHYTHELIOS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PHEL POI>iNA ........ PHAEOPHYCEAE PINA 
PHYTOCHROME PY076 POI>OCHR YSI S ... CH.RYSOPHY CEAE POSS. 
... 
PHYTOI>INEDRIA DINOPHYCEAE PHYN POI>OCYSTIS BACILLARIOPH. POCY 
PHYTOI>I NIUM DINOPHYCEAE PHOI> POI>OHEDR.A .. CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 POI>H 
PHYTOGEOGRAPHY EP01 POI>OLAMPAS DINOPHYCEAE PODL 
PHYTOHORMONES BC12 PODOSIRA BACILLARIOPH. POI>S 
PHYTOMONAS TRYPANOSOMA TOP~. PHTI'I POGONOPHORA RHODOPHYCEAE POGO 
PHYTOPH \'SA XANTHOPHYCEAE PHYT P060NOPHORELLA RHODOPHYCEAE POGL 




.PICCONIELLA RHODOPHYCEAE P ICC * POIKILOPORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 POIP PIGMENTS PY07 POLAR-iONES EP13 
PIK EA RHODOPHYCEAE PKEA POLARITY GC20 
PILII>IOCYSTIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PILI POLAR IÜD-L IGHT PH079 
PILINELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 P ILN POliSH I NG-PONI> S EB191 
PILINIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PÜN POLLEXF ENIA RHODOPHYCEAE POLL 
PINNULARIA BACILLARIOPH. PINU POLLUTION-DETERIORATION EH091 
PISCES ss25'6 POLOIDION . . . . CHLOROPHYCEAE ssi2 POLO 
PITHOPHORA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 PITH POLYASTERIAS ? POLA 
PITHYOPSIS RHODOPHYCEAE PITY POLYBLEPHARII>ES CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PBLE 
PLACENTOPHORA RHODOPHYCEAE PLCN POLYBLEPHARIS F.LAGELLATAE PLYB 
PLACOPHORA RHODOPHYCEAE PLAC POLYC~AETÖC~(ÖiiS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 POCA 
PLACOSPHAERA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 PLAS POL YCHAETOPHORA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 POTA 
PLAGIOGRAMMA BACILLARIOPH. PLGI'l POLYCHLÖRIS XANTHOPHYCEAE POLY 
PLAGIOTROPIS BACILLARIOPH. PLGT * POLYCLAI>OLITHUS HAPTOpHYCEAE POCI> 
PLANCTOMYCES 1 PLA . POLY COELIA RHODOPHYCEAE PCOE 
PLANCTONEMA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PLNM POLYCORYNE RHODOPHYCEAE POLC 
PLANkTON EC041 * POLYCOSTELLÄ HAPTOPHYCEAE PCOS 
PLANKTON-SESTON-NEKTON EC04 * POLYEBRIOPSIS ... EBRIOPHYCEAE POBR .. 
PLANKTONIELLA BACILLARIOPH. PLKT PÖLYEDRÜLLA. XANTHOPHYCEAE PLED 
PLANKTOSPHAERELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PLAI< POLY EI>R IOPS I S .. CHl.OROPHYCEAE SS.1.2. POLP 
PLANKTOSPHAERIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PLI<S POLYII>ES RHODOPHYCEAE POID 
PLANNING-FUTURE UT15 POLYKRIKOS DINOPHYCEAE POYK 
PLANONEPHROS DINOPHYCEAE PNEP POLYKYRTOS XANTHOPHYCEAE POKY 
PLANOPHILA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PLAP POLYNES lA-HAWAII EP087 
PLASMALEMMA M0134 POLYNEU RA RHODOPHYCEAE PONU 
PLASMOI>ESMATA M0111 POLYNEURELLA RHODOPHYCEAE POLN 
PLASTlOS M0051 POLYNEUROPSIS RHODOPHYCEAE PNEU 
PLASTOCYANIN PY073 POLYNUCLEOTII>ES BC0842 
PLASTOQUINONE PY077 POLYOPES RHODOPHYCEAE POPS 
PLATOMA RHODOPHYCEAE POMA POLYPHOSPHATES CH072 
* PLATYCHARA CHAROPHYCEAE PLTC POLYPHYSA CHLOROPHYCEAE POPY 
PLATYCHLORIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PLAH POLYPLOID V GE081 
PL A TY C H R V S I S CHRYSOPHYCEAE PLCR POLYPODOCHRYSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE POI>Y 
PLATYCLINIA RHODOPHYCEAE PACI * POLYPOI>ORHABI>US HAPTOPHYCEAE POI>R 
PLATYDORINA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PLTD POLYPOROLITHON RHODOPHYCEAE PORL 
PLATYMONAS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PLTM POLYSIPHOtjiA RHODOPHYCEAE POSI 
PLATYSIPHONIA RHODOPHYCEAE PLTS POLYSOMY GE082 
PLATYTHAMNION RHODOPHYCEAE PLAT POLYSPHAERA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 POPA 
PLATYTHECA CHRYSOPHYCEAE PLAY * POLYSPHAERIDIUM DINOPHYCEAE POLS 
PLECTODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE PLI>N POLYSTRATA RHODOPHYCEAE PSTA 
PLECTONEMA CYANOBACTERIA PLEC POL YTOMA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 POLT 
PLEISTOCENE PA091 POLYTOMELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 POLM 
PL EODORINA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PLDO POLYZONIA RHODOPHYCEAE PLYZ 
PLEONOSPORIUM RHODOPHYCEAE PLON POMATODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE POl> I 
PLEROMONAS DINOPHYCEAE PLER PONDS EB09 
PLEURANGIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 PANG * PONTILITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE PTTH 
PL EU RAS IGA HAPTOPHYCEAE PLSI . PONTOSPHAERA HAPTOPHYCEAE PTSP 
PLEURASTRIDIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 PLET POOLS EB102 
PLEURASTRUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PLAR POPULATION-D~NAMICS EC12 
PLEUROBLEPHARIS RHODOPHYCEAE PLBL POPULATION-GENETICS GE09 
PLEUROCAPSA CYANOBACTERIA PLCA POROCERATUM ... DINOPHYCEAE PORC 
PLEUROCHLORIDELLA XANTHOPHYCEAE PLUR * POROCHARA .CHAROPHYCEAE POCH 
PLEUROCHLORIS XANTHOPHYCEAE PLCL POROCHLORIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 POCL 
PLEUROCHRVSIS XANTHOPHYCEAE PLHI POROCHRYSIS 
' ' ' ' • ' • ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' • ' ' I ' ... CHRYSOPHY .CEAE J>OR'( 
PLEUROCLADIA PHAEOPHYCEAE PLCD ........ i>oRol.itiio'N ...... ·· RHODOPHYCEAE PORO 
PLEUROCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PLCC POROSIRA BACILLARIOPH. ........ PC>.Il$ . 
PLEURODISCUS CONJUGATOPH. SS16 PLDS . PORPHYRA RHÖDÖPHYCEAE. PORP 
PLEUROGASTER XANTHOPHYCEAE PLEG PORPHYR ELLA RHODOPHYCEAE POPH 
PLEUROMASTIX DINOPHYCEAE PLEM ~ORPHY R J:o IUPl RHODÖPHYCEAE PORI 
PL EUROPH YCUS PHAEOPHYCEAE PLUP PORPHYRODISCUS RHODOPHYCEAE PORD 
PL EURO PT ER UM PHAEOPHYCEAE PRPT ~ORPHYR OGLOSSUM RHODOPHYCEAE PORG 
PLEUROSIGMA BACILLARIOPH. PLUS PORPHYROPSIS RHODOPHYCEAE POOP 
PLEUROSTICHIDIUM RHODOPHYCEAE PLES PÖRPHYROSIPHON. CYANÖBACTERIA POON 
PLEUROTAEtlllUM CONJUGATOPH. SS15 PLUT PORTERINEI'IA 
... 
PHAEOPHYCEAE PORT 
PLEUROTHAMNION CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PLTH PÖSTELsiA PHAEÖPHYCEAE. POST. 
* PLEUROZONARIA CHRYSOPHYCEAE PROZ. POSTGLACIAL PA093 
PLEUSTON EC072 PÖSTPREÜPÜÄTiÖN .. EB2032 
* PLICATIPOLLENITES ACRITARCHA PllP POTAMODISCUS . ..B.~CILLARIOPH.~ ... POTI'I 
PLOCAPUOCOLAX RHODOPHYCEAE PLOX . PÖÜSSIUM ...... CH091. 
PLOCAMIUM rlliODOPHYCEAE PLOC POTERIOCHROMONAS CHRYSOPHYCEAE POTO 
-··· 
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* POTONIEISPORITES ACRITARCHA POTN PSEUDOBRANCH lOGLOS SUM RHODOPHYCEAE PSBG 
PRACTICAL PLANT DESIGN ME236 PSEUOOBRYOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 PSBR 
~RAtTiCAl~~O~~ ... ME23 .. PSEUDOBUMILLERIOPSIS XANTHOPHYCEAE PSBU 
* PRAECHARA CHAROPHYCEAE PRAC PSEUDOCARDIOMONAS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PSCA 
PR AS AD I ELLA ? PRSD PS EUDOCHAET E CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PSDC 
PRASINOCHLAMYDOMONAS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PRAS PSEUDOCHANTRANSIA RHODOPHYCEAE PSCH 
PRASINOCHLORIS PRASINOPHYCEAE PANO PS EU DOCHAR AC IO FS IS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PSCP 
PRASINOCLADUS. CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 PRCL PSEUDOCHARACIUPI CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PCHA 
PRASINOPHYCEAE S S194 PSEUDOCHLORANGIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 P SEC 
PR ASI OC OC CUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PRCC PSEUDOCHLORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PCLO 
PRASIOLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PRSL PSEUDOCHLOROCOCCUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 P sec 
PRASIOLOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PRSO PSEUDOCHLORODESMIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 PSCL 
PRECIPITATION-COAGULATION EB203 PSEUDOCHLOROTHECIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PCHO 
PRECIPITATIONS PH203 * PSEUDOCOCCOLITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE PSC S 
PREDAEA RHODOPHYCEAE PRED PSEUDOCOCCOMYXA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PSCO 
PRE .. D ATION:::.GRAZ ING .. EC13 PSEUDOCODIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 PSC D 
PR ED ICT ION M E31 * PSEUDOCYMOPOLIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 P SC Y 
*.PRE_DISCQSPH~E_RA .... HI\PTOPHYCEAE PRDI PSEUDODENDROMONAS CHRYSOPHYCEAE PSED 
PREPARATION ME03 PSEUDODICTrOCHLORIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PDIC 
PREPR E.ClPITAT I ON EB2031 PSEUDODICTYON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PSDO 
PRESCOTTIELLA CONJUGATOPH. SS15 PRES PS EUL>OEUNOTIA BACILLARIOPH. PSEU 
PRESERV.ATION ME031 PSEUDOFURCILLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PFUR 
PRESSURE-GRAVITATION PH143 PSEUOOGLOIOPHLOEA RHODOPHYCEAE PSGL 
PRIMARY-PROOUCTION E H02 PSEUDOHIMANTIOIUM BACILLARIOPH. PSHM 
PRINGSH EI MI ELL A CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PRNG * PSEUDOKAMAENA ? PSKM 
PRII'HZIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PRIN PSEUOOKEPHYRION CHRYSOPHYCEAE PSEK 
PRIONITIS RHODOPHYCEAE PRIO PSEUDOLAINGIA RHODOPHYCEAE P SLA 
* PRISCOGALEA ACRITARCHA PRGL PSEUDOLEPTOS IRA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PLEP 
PRISMATELLA XANTHOPHYCEAE PRIS PS EUDOLITHO DERMA PHAEOPHYCEAE PSLD 
* PRISMATOCYSTIS ACRITARCHA PRSM PSEUOOLITHOPHYLLUM RHODOPHYCEAE PSLI 
. PROC EEO INGS-TH ESES BDOS * PSEUDOMASIA DINOPHYCEAE PSMA 
PROC ESS ING U C134 * PSEUDOMESOCENA EBRIOPHYCEAE PMES 
PROCTORMOr.As DINOPHYCEAE PROC PSEÜDOMONAS 1 PSE 
* PROEBRIA EBRIOPHYCEAE PROE PSEUDON ITOPHYLLA RHODOPHYCEAE PSNT 
PROERYTHROPSIS ? PERY PSEUDONOSTOC CYANOBACTERIA PSNO 
* PROGONO IA BACILLARIOPH. PROG PS EUDOPEDINELLA CHRYSOPHYCEAE PSPE 
* PROLAllPATELLA HAPTOPHYCEAE P ROL PSEUDOPERONIA BACILLARIOPH. P SEP 
* PROLIXOSPHAERIDIUM HAPTOPHYCEAE P RLX PSEUDOPH't'CODRYS RHODOPHYCEAE P SPH 
PROPAGATION-MODES EC181 PSEUDOPLEUROCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PPCC 
PROROCENTIWM DINOPHYCEAE P RC E * PSEUDOPODOSIRA BACILLARIOPH. PSPD 
PROTASPEROCOCCUS PHAEOPHYCEAE POPE PSEUDOPOLYEDRIOPSIS XANTHOPHYCEAE ?SPO 
PROlASPIS DINOPHYCEAE POSP PSEUDOPRINGSHEIMIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 P:>PH 
PROTECTOCARPUS RHODOPHYCEAE PRCA PSEUDOQUADRIGULA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PSQU 
PROTEINS BC061 PSEUDOROCELLA CHRYSOPHYCEAE PCEL 
PROTEROSPONGIA CRASPEDOPHYCEAE POTE PSEUDOSCHIZOMERIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 P EZO 
PROTEROZOICUM PA04 PSEUDOSCINAIA RHODOPHYCEAE P SC I 
PROTEUS 1 PRO PSEUDOSCOURFIELDIA PRASINOPH. p ssc 
PROTOAC EROMONA S CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PACE PSEUDOSCYTONEMA CYANOBACTERIA PCYT 
PROTOCERAÜÜM DINOPHYCEAE P RC R PSEUDOSPELAEOPOGON CYANOBACTERIA PGON 
PROTOCHLOROPHYLLS PY062 PSEUDOSPHAEROCYSTI~ CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 PSPS 
PRÖTOCHROOMONAS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 POOM PSEUDOSPONGIOCOCCUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 P SSP 
PROTOCHRYSIOIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE PROH PSEUDOSPORA RHODOPHYCEAE PSOP 
··· fi"Rötoctlkvsts CHRYPTOPHYCEAE POTC * PSEUDOSTACHEOIDES RHODOPHYCEAE PSST 
PROTOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 P RC 0 PSEUDOSTAURASTRUM XANTHOPHYCEAE PSRA 
PROTOfR Y PTOMON ÄS DINOPHYCEAE POTY PSEUDOS rNCRYPTA CHRYSOPHYCEAE PSYN 
PROlODERMA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PROD PSEUDOTETRACYSTIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PSTR 
PROTOISOCHRYSIDIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE PRO I PSEUDOTETRAEDON XANTHOPHYCEAE PTET 
PROTOI<UETZING IA RHODOPHYCEAE PkUT PSEUOOTETRASPORA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PSTE 
PROTOL E lOS PHAE RI DIUM DINOPHYCEAE PRLE PSEUDOTREBOUXIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PTRX 
PROTOMYCOPHYTA-PHYCOMYCOPHYTA SS22 PSEUDOTRICERATIUM BACILLARIOPH. P SC E 
* PROTOOCHROMONAS CHRYSOPHYCEAE PROO PSEUDOTROCHISCIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PTRC 
PR OTOOD IN IUM DINOPHYCEAE PRTO PSEUDULVELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PSU II 
PROTOPERIDINIUM DINOPHYCEAE PPD I PS ILOTHALLIA RHODOPHYCEAE P SIL 
PROlOPSIS DINOPHYCEAE PROP PTERIDOMONAS CHRYSOPHYCEAE PEDO 
PROTORHYZOCHRYSIDIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE ? PRHZ PTEROCHONDRIA RHODOPHYCEAE PTCH 
PROTOSALVINIA PHAEOPHYCEAE PRSA PTEROCLADIA RHODOPHYCEAE PTEC 
PROlOSIPHON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PROS PTEROMONAS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PTEM 
* PROTOSPHAERIDIUM ACRITARCHA PTPH * PT EROR ETIS ACRITARCHA PTRO 
PROlOSPONGIA CRASPEDOPHYCEAE PRON PTEROSIPHONIA RHODOPHYCEAE PTSI 
* PROTOTHECA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PROT PTEROSPERMA CHRYSOPHYCEAE PTES 
PROTOZOA . S S21 * PTEROSPERMOPSIS DINOPHYCEAE PTMP 
PROVIDENCIA 1 PRV * PT EROSPHAERA DINOPHYCEAE PTRS 
PROWSEMONAS DINOPHYCEAE P RWS PTERYGOPHORA PHAEOPHYCEAE P TE R 
PRYMNESIUM HAPTOPHYCEAE PllYM PTILOCLADIA RHODOPHYCEAE PTIC 
PSELIODIIÜUM DINOPHYCEAE PSEL PT ILOCLADIOPSI S RHODOPHYCEAE PTCL 
PSENOTOPUS ACRITARCHA PSET PTILONIA RHODOPHYCEAE PTON 
PSEPHOTAXUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PHOT PTILOPHORA RHODOPHYCEAE PIPH 
* PSEUDAMMODOCHIUM EBRIOPHYCEAE PSEM PTILOPOGON PHAEOPHYCEAE PPOG 
PSEUDAMOEBA . EUGLENOPH. PSAB PTILOTA RHODOPHYCEAE PTIL 
* PSEUDANABAENA CYANOBACTERIA PSAN PTILOTHAMNION RHODOPHYCEAE PTIM 
P~~UDENDOCLONIOPSiS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PECL PTILOTHAMNIONOPSIS RHODOPHYCEAE PTIP 
PSEUOENDOCLONIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 PSEN PTYCHOOISCUS DINOPHYCEAE PTYC 
PS~UDÖACTINISCUS DINOPHYCEAE PSAC PUGETIA RHODOPHYCEAE PUGE 
f'S EUDQAM.PHIP~O~A ..... BAciLLARIOPH. PSAP PULCHRASPHAERA CHLOROPHYCEAE PULS 
PSEUDOANEMONIA RHODOPHYCEAE PSAIII PULVINIA RHODOPHYCEAE PULli 
PSEUDOASTASIA .... E.V.G.l.ENOPH •.. PSAA PULVINOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 PULC ··;:;seüö·ö·ä·cfö·M~·el:CÄ ............. PHAEOPHYCEAE PSBO * PULVINOSPHAERIDIUM DINOPHYCEAE PLVS 
PSEUD()B()HLINIA .. CHLOROPHycEAE SS1Z ... PBOH PULVINULARIA CYANOBACTERIA PULN 
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PUMPS EB331 RHABDOMONAS EUGLENOPH. RABM 
PUNCTARIA PHAEOPHYCEAE PUNC RHABDONEMA BAClll.ARlOPH. RABN 
PURE OXYGEN EB2020 RHABDONIA RHODOPHYCEAE RHAB 
PURINES BC151 * RHABDOPORELLA CHl.OROPHY.CEAE SS14 RABP 
P\'LAIELLA PHAEOPHYCEAE P\'LA RHABDOSPHÜRA HAPTOPHYCI!:AE RABS 
P\'RAMICHLAM\' S CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PYRC * RHABDOTHORAX . DINOPHYCEAE RBTH 
PYRAMIDOCHRYSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE PYRA * RHACHOSOARIUM ACRITARCHA RHAC 
PYRAMIMONAS PRASINOPHYCEAE P\'RM * RHAGOD!SCUS HAPTOPHYCEAE RHAG 
PYRENOIDS M0053 RHAMNOCHRYSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE RJIICR 
* PYRGUGYXIS BACILLARIOPH. PYGU RHEXINEMA CHl.OROPHYCEAE SS13 RHEX 
PYRIMIDINES BC152 RHINCOSPHENIA BACILLARIOPH. RHNC 
( f>YROBOTRYS) = URA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 PYBO RHIPIDIPHYLLON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 RHIP 
PYROCYSTIS DINOPHYCEAE PYCY RHIPIDODENDRON CHRYSOPHYCiiAE RHIN, 
P\'RODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE PYRO RHIPIDODESMIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 RIDS 
PYROPHACUS DINOPHYCEAE P\'RP RHIPILIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 RHIL 
PYXIDICULA BACILLARIOPH. PYXI RHIPILIOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 RHPI 
* P\'XILLA BACILLARIOPH. PYXL RHIPOCEPHALUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 RIPO 
* GUADRADITUM ACRITARCHA QUDT RHIZAPSIS EUGLENOPH. RHIS QUADRICHLORIS PRASINOPHYCEAE QUCL RHIZASTER CHRYSOPHYCEAE RHIZ QUADRICOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 QUCC RHIZOCHLORIS XANTHOPHYCEAE RZCL QUADRIGULA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 QUGU RHIZOCHRYSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE RZCR 
* QUADPUILOBUS ACRITARCHA QUAll RHIZOCLONIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 RZCN 
GUALITY STANDARDS EB341 RHlZOGLOSSUM RHODOPHYCEAE RHIG QUANTHATION ME08 RHIZOPH YLLI S RHODOPHYCEAE RIPH 
QUANTITATIVE-HVDROBIOLOGY EH013 RHIZOPHYLLUM RHODOPHYCEAE RHYL QUINONES CH162 RH IZOPONGIA .... RHODOPHYCEAE RONG 
RACIBORSKIA DINOPHYCEAE RACB 'Riiiiösol:EN'IÄ BACILLARIOPH. RZSL 
RACIBORSKIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 RASK RHIZOTHALLUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 RHIT 
RAD IC IL INGUA RHODOPHYCEAE RADL RHODELLÄ ............ ... . RHODÖPHYCEAE RHOD 
RADIOACTIVE-WASTES EB173 RHODOCALLIS RHODOPHYCEAE ROCA 
RADIOACTIVE-WATERS EB123 RHODOCHAETE RHODOPHYCEAE ROCH 
RADIOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 RADC RHODOCHORT ON RHODOPHYCEAE RHON 
RADIOCYSTIS CYANOBACTERIA RADI RHODOCHORTONOPSIS RHODOPHYCEAE ROCO 
RADIOFILUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 RAFI RHODOCHYTRIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 RHOC 
RADIOISOTOPES C H152 RHODODACTYLIS RHODOPHYCEAE RODD 
RADIOSPHAERA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 RADS RHODODtRMIS RHODOPHYCEAE RODE 
RALFSIA PHAEOPHYCEAE RALF RHODODICTYON RHODOPHYCEAE RHDC 
RAMA CHLOROPHYCEAE RAMA RHODODISCUS RHODOPHYCEAE RODI 
RAPHIDIELLA XANTHOPHYCEAE RAPH RHODOGLOSSUM RHODOPHYCEAE' RHOG 
RAPHIDIOPSIS CYANOBACTERIA RAPP RHODOLACHNE RHODOPHYCEAE ROLA ( RAPHIDIUM ) = ANKISTRODESMUS CHLOROPH. SS12 RADP RHODOLOPHIA RHODOPHYCEAE ROLO 
RAPHIDOCELIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 RADO RHODOMELA RHODOPHYCEAE ROME 
RAPHIDOMONAS = GONYOSTOMUM RAPHIDOPH. RAPM RHODOMONAS CRYPTOPHYCEAE RHOM 
RAPHIDONEMA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 RAPN RHODOPEL TIS RHODOPHYCEAE RHDP 
RAPiiiDONEMOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 Rt.OP RHODOPHYLLIS RHODOPHYCEAE ROPH 
RAPHONEIS BACILLARIOPH. RANS RHODOPHYSEMA RHODOPHYCEAE RHOP 
RAPIDFILTER EBZOZ RHODOPHYTA SS08 
RATE-ACTIV ITY GC04 RHODOPLAX CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 RHPL 
RATTRAY ELLA BACILLARIOPH. RATR RHODOPTILUM RHODOPHYCEAE RHPT 
RAYSSIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 RAYS RHODOS ER I S RHODOPHYCEAE ROSE 
RECEPTAC:ULITES FOSSIL ALGA RCEP RHODOSORUS RHODOPHYCEAE RHOS 
RECKERT IA RAPHIDOPH. RECK RHODOSPORA RHODOPHYCEAE ROSP 
RECOMMENOED STANDARDS EB323 RHODOSTICHUS CYANOBACTERIA ROllO 
RED-LIGHT PH075 RHODYMENIA RHODOPHYCEAE ROMN 
REO-SEA EP22 RHODYMENIOCOLAX RHODOPHYCEAE RHOY 
REDOX-POTENTIAL PH141 RHOICOSPHENIA BACILLARIOPH. RHOI 
REDOX-SYSTEM CH17 RHOMBOIDELLA XANTHOPHYCEAE RHOS 
REDUCTION C H172 * RHOPALIOPHORA ACRITARCHA R.HOR 
REFRACTOCYSTIS DINOPHYCEAE REFC RHOPALOCYSTIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 RHOL 
REFRACTODES DINOPHYCEAE REF R ... RH()f'I\LODIA u .... J;!A.CILLARJP.PH.. . .. .. Rf'AL 
REFRACTOMONAS DINOPHYCEAE REFM RHOPALOSOLEN CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 RHSL 
REGENERIITION GC26 RHY·NCHOPUS EUGLENOPH. RHYN 
REGIONAL-HYDROBIOLOGY EH012 tüäösoMES ····· 1'10135 
REGRISTATION-MOt.ITORING MEZO .R.ICARDIA .. RHODOPHYCEAE RCAR 
REINBOLDIA RHODOPHYCEAE REIN RICHELIA CYANOBACTERIA RICH 
REINBOLDIELLA RHODOPHYCEAE REIB RISSOELLA RHODOPHYCEAE RISS 
RELEASE-EXCRETION PY132 *(RIST ILLUM ) = PISTILLUM CHRYSOPHYCEAE RIST 
* RENALCIS CYANOBACTERIA RLCI RIVERINE-ESTUARIES EB073 
REPRESSION-OEREPRESSION G E12 RIVERS EB072 
REPRODUCTION BN04 RIVULARIA .CYANOBACTERIA RIVU 
REPRODUCTIVE-CYCLES at-~07 RNA BC082 
RESERVEMATERIALS PYOSZ * ROCELLA .. DlCTYOCHOPH. ROCL RESERVOIRS EB08 ROCI<YMOUNTÄlNS EP064 
RESISTANCE-SURVIVAL GC072 RODRIGUEZELLA RHODOPHYCEAE ROGU 
RESP.-ELECTRON-TRANSPORT PY091 ROMERIA CYANOBACTERIA RMER 
RESPIRATION PY09 ROPERIA 81\CILLARIOPH. ROPE 
RESTING. -STAGES BN08 ( ROSARIA) = GEITLERIA CYANOBACTERIA RORÄ 
RETARDATION-INHIBITION GC30 ROSCHERA 
.. RHODPPHYCEAE ROSC RETICULARIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 RETI ROSENVINGEA PHAEOPHYCEAE RSVN 
*RETICULATASPORITES M!CR.OALGA. RTES ROSENVINGIELLA . CHLOROPIJYCEAE SS,3 RSVL 
RETICULOBOTRYS RHODOPHYCEAE ü'ri * ROS'rRÖPORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 ROST 
*RETICULOFENESTRATA HAPTOPHYCEAE RTFT ROTATORIA-CRUSTACEA SS251 
*RETISPHAERIDIUM ACRITARCHA RESP i~itiNb~~ÄSTiX . . . PRASINOPHYCEAE RTMX 
REVERSION GC18 * ROUXIA 
........ a.A.Cll.l.ARJOP.H .•.. .,., ... ROUX 
REVISIONS-EXCLUSIONS ST10 .. iforA .. CONJUGATOPH. SS15 ROYA 
RHABDODERMA CYANOBACTERIA RABD RQ PY098 
*RHABDOLITHNIA HAPTOPHYCEAE RHDO * liuciNOLihtus HAPTOPHYCEAE Rud· 
*RHABDOLITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE RHAS RUFUSIELLA DINOPHY.CEA~ RUFU 
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* RUGÜLAS PHA ERID !UM DINOPHYCEAE RUGU SEDIMENTATION-~ETHODS ME241 
RUNNING-WATERS EB07 SEDIMENTATION-TANKS EB181 RÜNOFF.. ..... EB161 SE6IMENTS EB141 
RUPHIDIASTRUM ? RUPH SEDIMENTS-DRIFTS EB14 
RÜ'TiLARIA . ····· .... BACILLARIOPH. RUT i SEGUENZAEA CYANOBACTERIA SEGU 
:·~H~~~~EÄ · ~:6l8~~:Htt · ~~~~·· SEIROSPORA RHODOPH'rtEAE SEIR SELECTION-BREEDING GE06 
SACCOCHRYSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE SACO SELENASTRUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SENA 
SÄCCÖNEI'IA. CYANOBACTERIA SACN SELENIUM CH1016 
SACCORHIZA PHAEOPHYCEAE SACC SEL ENOCHLORI S PRASINOPHYCEAE S ELC 




SAL P INGOECA CRASPEDOPH. SAL p 
SELENOPHAEA CHRYSOPHYCEAE SELE 
SELF-PURIFICATION EH11 
* SEMANTEBRIA EBRIOPHYCEAE SEMA 
. SEMICONTINUOUS UC041 
* SALPINGOPORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 SAPO * S EMI HOL Oll THUS HAPTOPHYCEAE S EHO 
SALPINGORHIZA CHRYSOPHYCEAE SALG SEMITECHNICAL SCALE ME233 
SAMEIONEIS BACILLARIOPH. SAME 
SAMPLING ME02 




* SEPTAMESOCENA HAPTOPHYCEAE SPMS 
* SEPTORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 SEPT 
* SAPORTANELLA CHAROPHYCEAE SPOR SERPENTOI'IONAS HAPTOPHYCEAE ? SERP 
SAPROBIC-SYSTEMS EH09 SERRATIA 1 SER 
SAPROBY-SYSTEMS EH092 SERRATICARDIA RHODOPHYCEAE SERA 
SAPROCHAETE CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 SAPR SESTON EC042 
SARCINOCHRYSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE SARC 
SARCODIA RHODOPHYCEAE SARO 
SESTOSOMA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SEST 
SEWAGE-PLANTS EB18 
SARCODIOTHECA RHODOPHYCEAE SRCD 
SARCOMENIA RHODOPHYCEAE SRCO 
SEillAGE-STORAGE EB214 
SEXUAL-REPRODUCTION BNJ6 
SARCONEMA RHODOPHYCEAE SRCN * SGROSSOELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SGRO 
SARGASSO EC074 SHEPLEYA RHODOPHYCEAE SHPL 
SARGASSUM PHAEOPHYCEAE SARG 
SATURATION GC21 
SHESHUKOVIA BACILLARIOPH. SHES 
SHIGELLA 1SHI 
SATURNELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SATR 
SAUNDERSELLA PHAEOPHYCEAE SAUN 
SAVANNAH-REGION EP076 
SAVILLEA CRASPEDOPH. ? SAVL 
SCAGELIA RHODOPHYCEAE SCGL 
SCAGELONÜ1A RHODOPHYCEAE SCAG 
SCALES-SPINES M0085 
SCANDINAVIA-ICELAND EP033 
* SCAPHOLITHUS .HAPTOPHYCEAE ? SCAP 
SCELETONEMA BACILLARIOPH. SCEL 
SCENDESMUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SS122 
SCEPTRONEIS BACILLARIOPH. SCEP 
SCHERFFELIA PRASINOPH. SCHE 
SCHEIIIIAI<OwiA EUGLENOPH. SCHW 
SCHIMI'IELMANNIA RHODOPHYCEAE SCHM 
( SCHIZOCHLAMYDELLA) = PHAEOPSCHIZOCHLAMYS SZC D 
SCHIZOCHLAMYS .. CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 SZCL 
( SCHIZOOICTYON ) = GLOEODENDRON CHLOROPH. SS11 SZOC 
SCHIZOGLOSSUM RHODOPHYCEAE S IGL 
SCHIZOMERIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 SZME 
SCHIZONEUI<A RHODOPHYCEAE S IZO 
SCHIZOSERIS RHODOPHYCEAE SSER 
SCHIZOTHRIX CYANOBACTERIA SZTX 
SCHIZVMENIA RHODOPHYCEAE SYME 
SCHMIDLEIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SCHI 
S CH MI OLEIN EMA CYANOBACTERIA SM! 0 
SCHMITZIELLA RHODOPHYCEAE SIZI 
SCHOTTERA RHODOPHYCEAE SCHT 
S CHROED ELLA BACILLARIOPH. S CHR 
SCHROEDERIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SHDR 
.. SCHROEDERIELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SHOE 
(SCHULZIELLA) = PAULSCHULZIA SCUL 
SCIADOPHYCUS. RHOOOPHYCEAE SCIA 
SC INAIA RHODOPHYCEAE S CNA 
SCOLIOj>LEURA BACILLARIOPH. SCOL 
SCOPULONEMA CYANOBACTERIA SCOP 
SCOTIELLA .. CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SCOT 
SCOTIELLOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SCTL 
SC.9U,.OSP.H.AER~. <:HLOROPI:lYCEAE SS12 SCTS 
SCOURF IELDIA PRASINOPH. SCOU 
:*. .. ~.<:~JNJ()[)Jt:iJUM PINOI'HYCEAL .. .. SCRN. 
SCRIPPSIELLA DINOPHYCEAE SCRP 
* Hg U'f:I<?S f'HAER.A ... . .... H.Af'!OP.HY.CEAE s YPH 
SCYTOMONAS EUGLENOPH. SCYN 
S .. CJTONEMA .. . . CYANOBACTERIA SCYT 
SCYTONEMATOPÜS CYANOBACTEiUA SYTP 
.SCYTOSIPHON . . . PHAEOPHYCEAE SCYS 
SCYTOSPHAERÄ .... . . ....... CHRYSOPHYCEAE SCYP 
...... ~(;YJOJH~qA PH~EOPHYCEAE SCYA 
SC YT OTHAMNUS PHAEOPHYCEAE S CYM 
·· · ··· ~~~~~~~~NG RHO:OPHYCEAE ~~~~z 
SEDIMENTATION IN GENERAL PH19 
SEDIMENTATION IN TECHNOLOGY EB204 
SHIPS EB222 
SHOCK LOADING EB315 
SHUBLIKODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE SHUB 
SIDEROCEllS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 S IDE 
( SIDEROCYSTIS) = SIDEROCYSTOPSIS CHLOROPH. SS12 S IDY 
SIDEROCYSTOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SICY 
SILICON CH101 
SILURIAN PA063 
SILVAMONAS PRASINOPHYCEAE SIMO 
SILVER CH101Q 
* SIMILICORONILITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE SMLI 
SIMULT.-PRECIPITATION EB2033 
S INAIELLA CYANOBACTERIA S J. •• A 
SINAI'IONAS PRASINOPHYCEAE S INO 
SIPHONOCLADES-ERYOPSIDALES SS14 
SIPHONOCLADUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 S ICL 
SIPHONOCLATHRUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 SCLA 
SIPHONONEMA CYANOBACTERIA S IPH 
SIROCLADIUM CONJUGATOPH. SS16 SIRC 
SIROCOLEL'M CYANOBACTERIA SIUS 
SI RO DO TI A RHODOPHYCEAE S IDO 
SIROGONIUM CONJUGATOPH. SS16 S IRO 
SIZE GC12 
Sl<ELETONEMA BACILLARIOPH. SKEL 
SKEROCHLAMYS XANTHOPHYCEAE Sl<ER 
SKVORTZOVIELLA CRYPTOPHYCEAE ? SI< V R 
SKU J AMONAS EUGLENOPH. S l<J M 
Sl<UJAPEL TA CYANOBACTERIA SKUJ 
SLOWSANDFILTER EB201 
SLUDGE COMBUSTION EB1884 
SLUDGE DEWATERING EB1881 
SLUDGE DIGESTION EB1882 
SLUDGE DISPOSAl EB1883 
SLUDGE HANDLING EB188 
SLUDGE LOADING EB314 
SLUDGE VOLUME INDEX EB312 
SLUDGE-BIOMASS RECYCLING EB189 




SMITHIELLA CRYPTOPHYCEAE SI'IIL 
SMITHIMASTHIX CRYPTOPHYCEAE SMIM 
SMITHORA RHODOPHYCEAE SMTH 
SMITHSONIMONAS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 SMIT 
SNOW EB153 
SNOW-ICE EB15 
( SNOWELLA ) = GOMPHOSPHAERIA CYANOBACTERIA SNOW 
SOCIOLOGY EC032 
SODIUM CH092 
* SOF REPIT ES DINPHYCEAE SOF R 
SOFTWARE ME353 
SOKOLOVIA CYANOBACTERIA SOKO 
SOLENÖDINIÜM DINOPHYCEAE SODI 
* S()LENOPORA RHODOPHYCEAE SOLP 
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SOLENTIA CYANOBACTERIA SOLN SPOROGLOSSUM RHODOPHYCEAE SPOL 
SOll ERI A 
.. RHO.DOPHYCEAE .. SOLR .. SPOROLl THON .RHODOPHYCEAE SPLI ··~·· solisPHAERii>rlJM DINOPHYCEAE SOLS SPOROPHYTES M019 
SOLLASITES FOSSIL ALGA SOLL SPOROTETRAS .CHLOROPHY CEAE SS12 SPOT 
SOLUBILIZA TION PH021 SPRINGS EB12 
SOlUTIONS PH02 SPUMELLA CHRYSOPHYCEAE SP~M 
SONDEREÜA RHODOPHYCEAE SOND * SPYREBÜA EBRIOPHYCEAE SPYB 
SORANTHERA PHAEOPHYCEAE SOTH SPYRIDIA RHODOPHYCEAE SPYD 
SO RASTRUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SORA SPYRIDIOCOLAX RHODOPHYCEAE SPYR 
SORElLA RHODOPHYCEAE SORL STABILISATION-FONDS .. EB19 
SOROCARPUS PHAEOPHYCEAE SORO STACHEOIDES FOSSIL ALGA STCH 
SOROPEDIASTRUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SORP STAINING I'IE112 
SPATIAL-DISTRIBUTION GC16 STANDiNG~CiÖP-STOCK EHOl 
SPATOGLOSSUM PHAEOPHYCEAE SPAM STAPHYLOCOCCUS 1 s:rA . 
SPECIAL-CULTURES UC07 * ST APLIN !UM ... DINOPHYCEAE STAP 
SPECIAl-REQUIREMENTS EC17 STATISTICS-BIO~ETRY ... fll.E191 
SPECIAL-STRUCTURES M0138 
. sTÄÜRAs'rfiuioi ........... CONJUGATOPH. SS15 / STRA 
SPECIFIC-ALGAL-COMPOUNDS BC11 STAUROOfSMUS cON~ UG,O,JOPH .• SS15 STDE 
SPELAEOPOGON CYANOBACTERIA SGON STAURONEIS .. BACILLARIOPH. STNE 
SPENCERELLA RHODOPHYCEAE SPEN STELEXOMONAS CRASPEDOPH. STEX 
SPERMATOCHNUS PHAEOPHYCEAE SPTC * STELLATOCHARA CHAROPHYCEAE STLC 
SPERMATOZOPSIS CHLOROPHY CEAE SS10 SPER STENOBIONTA CC152 
SPERMOTHAMNION RHODOPHYCEAE SPET ( STENOCAl vX) = KEPHYRION CHRYSOPH. STCA 
SPHACELARIA PHAEOPHYCEAE SI' AC STENOCLADIA RHODOPHYCEAE STCD 
SPHACELLA PHAEOPHYCEAE SPAL STENOCODON CHRYSOPHYCEAE STEC 
SPHAERANTHERA RHODOPHYCEAE SPAN STENOGRAMME RHODOPHYCEAE STEN 
SPHAERAPSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE SPHA STENONEIS BACILLARIOPH. STEO 
SPHAERELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 SPLL STENOPTEROBIA BACILLARIOPH. STNP 
SPHAERELLOCYSTIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS11 SPCS STEPHANOCODON FLAGELLATAE INC. SED. SNCO 
SPHAERElLOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 SPOP STEPHANOCYCLUS BACILLARIOPH. STCY 
SPHAERIDIOTHRIX CHRYSOPHYCEAE SPEX STEPHANODISCUS BACILLARIOPH. STED 
* SPHAERIPOLLINITES DINOPHYCEAE SPPO STEPHANOECA CRASPEDOPH. STEA 
SPHAEROBOTRYS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 S POB STEPHANOLlTHlON HAPTOPHYCEAE STEL 
SPHAEROBRYOt; CHRYSOPHYCEAE SPAR STEPHANOON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 STON 
SPHAEROCALYPTRA HAPTOPHYCEAE SPCA STEPHANOPORUS CHRYSOPHYCEAE STOP 
SPHAEROCHPYSELLA CHRYSOPHYCEAE SPAE STEPHANOPTERA PRASINOPHYCEAE STEH 
* 
SPHAEROCOCCITES RHODOPHYCEAE SPCO STEPHANOPYXIS BACILLARIOPH. STEP 
SPHAEI<OCOCCUS RHODOPHYCEAE scoc STEPHANOSPHAERA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 STE S 
* 
SPHAEROCODIUM CYANOBACTERIA SCOD STEREOCLADON PHAEOPHYCEAE STEE 
SPHAEROCYSTI S CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SPCY ST EROLS-ST EROI OS BCOSS 
SPHAERODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE SPDI STERROCLADlA RHODOPHYCEAE STER 
SPHAEROECA CRASPEDOPH. S PEC STICHOCHRYSIS ... CHRYSOPHYCEAE STIC 
SPHAERONOSTOC CYANOBACTERIA S PNO STICHOCOCCUS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 STC C 
SPHAEROPLEA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 SPPl STICHOGLOEA CHRYSOPHYCEAE STGL 
SPHAEROSIPHON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 SPSI STICHOSIPHON CYANOBACTERIA STSP 
( SPHAEROSORUS) = BOTRYOCHLORIS XANTHOPH. SPSO STICHOSPORA RHODOPHYC.EA.E STIS 
SPHAEROSPORA FUNGI SPSP STICHOTHAMNiÖN RHODOPHYCEAE SICH 
SPHAEROTILUS BACTERIA 1 SPH STICTODISCUS BACILLARIOPH. STDS 
SPHAEROTRICHIA PHAEOPHYCEAE SPHT STICTOSPORUM RHODOPHYCEAE S TOS 
SPHAEROZOSMA CONJUGATOPH. SS15 SPZO STICTYOSIPHON PHAEOPHYCEAE STSI 
SPHALEROMANTIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE SPLR . sTisi:öctÖNlüM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 stci 
SPHENOCHLORIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 SPHN STIGMATA M0122 
* 
SPHENOLITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE SPHE STIGMOBODO FLAGELLATAE RHIZOPODA STGM 
SPHENOMONAS EUGLENOPH. SPMO STIGONEMA CYANOBACTERIA STIG 
SPHONDYLOTHAMNION RHODOPHYCEAE SPTH STILOPHORA PHAEOPHYCEAE STIL 
* 
SPINIDINIUM DINOPHYCEAE S PDN STIMULATION GC29 
* 
SPHUFERITES DINOPHYCEAE SPNF STIMULATORS BC101 
SPINIFEROMONAS CHRYSOPHYCEAE SPFR STIPITOCHRYSIS CHRYSOPHYCEAE SliP 
SPINOCOSMARIUM CONJUGATOPH. SS15 SPNC STIPITOCOCCUS XANTHOPHYCEAE STIT 
SPIRA EUGLENOPH. SPRA STIPITOPOROS XANTHOPHYCEAE STIR 
SPIRAULAX DINOPHYCEAE SPIR STOI<ESIELLA CHRYSOPHYCEAE STOK 
SPIRILLUM 1SPI STOLONOPHORA PHAEOPHYCEAE STOL 
SPIROCLADIA RHODOPHVCEAE SPRC STOMATOCHROON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 STOT 
SPIRODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE ? SPID ST RAIN-S El EC TI ON GE061 
SPIROGONIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SPIG STRATIFICATION-TYPES PH165 
SPIROGYRA CONJUGATOPH. SS16 SPGY (STRATONOSTOC) = NOSTOC CYANOBACTERIA STRN 
( SPIROMONAS) = CRYPTAULAX CRYPTOPH. SPIP1 STREBLOCLADIA RHODOPHYCEAE STRB 
SPIROSTOMUM DINOPHYCEAE SPST STREBLONEMA PHAEOPHYCEAE STEB 
SPIROTAENIA CONJUGATOPH. SS15 SPTE STREBLONEMOPSIS PHAEOPHYCEAE STEM 
SPIROTRICHONYMFHA DINOPHYCEAE SPNY STREPTOCHLORA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 SOCH 
SPIRULINA CYANOBACTERIA SPUL STREPTOCOCCUS 1 STR 
SPLACHNIOIUM PHAEOPHYCEA.E .. SPLA STREPTOLITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE STLl 
SPONDYLOMORUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 SDMO STREPTOMONAS PRASINOPHYCEAE STRE 
SPONDYLOSIUM CONJUGATOPH. SS15 SPDY STREPTONEMA CONJUGATOPH. SS15 STPN 
SPONDYLOTHAMNION RHODOPHYCEAE SPOD STREPTOTHECA BACILLARIOPH. STRT 
SPONGEBRIA EBRIOPHYCEAE SEBR .. " STRIARIA . PHAEOPHYCEAE . STRI 
SPONGIOCHLORIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SPCL STRlATELLÄ BACILLARIOPH. STRL 
SPONGIOCLONIUM RHODOPHYCEAE SPOG * STRlATOCOCCOLITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE STAT 
SPONGIOCOCCUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 SPCC * STRIATOMARGINIS HAPTOPHYCEAE STMR 
SPONGIOPLASTIDIUM CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 SPON ... STROBILOMONAS CRYPTOPHYCEAE ? STRO 
SPONGOMONAS 
... STROMÄTOCARPiJS HAPTOPHYCEAE ? SPGO RHODOPHYCEAE STRC 
SPONGOMORPHA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 SPOM ... SIRO.MB.OI'IO~AS .. .. EUGLENOPH. STOB 
SPONGONEMA PHAEOPHYCEAE SPOO * STROMEOPHYTON CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 STPH 
SPONTANEOUS-MUTATIONS GE04 STROMIA .. URI'l. ····· 
SPORANGIA M017 stRoNt.i:üi'i · · CH108 
SPOROCARPUS PHAEOPHYCEAE SPC.R STRUVEA ..... GHLQROpH'(CI:ci\.E ... S$.14 . ........ HRV ..... 
SPOROCHNUS PHAEOPHYCEAE SPOC siRÜVEÖPsis CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 STRP 














































































.. SYRINGOCOLAX RHODOPHYCEAE 
SYRINGODERMA PHAEOPHYCEAE 
























* TECTÄTODINIÜM DINOPHYCEAE 
* TECTOCHARA CHAROPHYCEAE 
SS14 
TEILINGiA CONJUGATOPH. SS15 
TEIXEIROMONAS EUGLENOPH. 
T~(~MOPHYTÄ.:.B~YOP~YtA 
TELMATOSKENE CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 




TENAREÄ. . RHODOPHYCEAE 
TENT ACU LAMONA S RAPHIDOPHYCEAE 
.. TERPENÖios.:.sESfiiÜITERP •.. 
TERPISNOE . BACILLARIOPH .• 


















































































































T ET R APL EKT RON 
TETRARCUS 
TETRASELMIS 











THALASS lOS I RA 
THALASS IOTHRIX 

































































































. ttcö~ÖRPHÄ .. 





























































































































TOL YPELLA CHAROPHYCEAE 
( TOLYPELLOPSIS ) = NlTEJ..LOPSI.S .. CHAROPH. 
TOLYPIOCLADIA RHODOPHYCEAE 
TOL Y POT HRI X CYANOBACTERIA 



















































HAPTOPHYCEAE T RN S 









RHODOPHYCEAE T REM 
FOSSIL ALGA TRUS 
CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 T REN 
FLAGELLATAE (HEXAMITOPH) T RE P 
CHLOROPHYCEAE SS12 TREU 
EUGLENOPH. TRAP 






























TRILEITES FOSSIL ALGA 
TRINACRIA BACILLARIOPH. 
TRINEMA EUGLENOPH. ? 
* TRINOCLADUS CHLOROPHYCEAE 
TRIPLASTRUM CONJUGATOPH. 
TRIPLOtERAS ... CONJUGATOPH. 
*i'R I PLOPORELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE 
* TRIPODIUM EBRIOPHYCEAE 
TRIPOSOLENIA DINOPHYCEAE 
TRIQUETRORHABDULUS FOSSIL ALGA 



























SS15 .......... JRPC 










E tiO 81 
* TR 0 C HOA STER HAPTOPHYCEAE 









* TRUNCATOSCAPHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE 
T RYPAN 0 CHLO RI S XANTHOPHYCEAE 
TRYPANOSOMA TRYPANOSOMATOPH .• 
TRYPONEMA CYANOBACTERIA 
TSUMURAIA CHLOROPHYCEAE .SS10 
* TUBERCULODINIUM DINOPHYCEAE 
i~=~~~~~ES .. g~~~~A~[~:IA 
. .TUBULARIELL.A . . BACILLARIOPH. 
TUMOFILUM CHLÖROPHYCEAE sS13 
* Jt)N I SPH ~~ R. ID.~U M ACRITARCHA 























. 'i'üR8iiiffv~öi:fR'ifüs . ... ··pj.jzf 
TURBINARIA J'tifiE:Of'H'(CE/IE: . TURB 
·,;.:TÜRBÜi'SPiiAERÄ DINOPHYCEAE .... füsP 
TURBULENCE-MIXING PH222 
·tüifaUCE'Nfe:::.w·AveS . . ... . ........... ,. 'i>iil6 .. 
TURNERELLA RHODOPHYCEAE TURN 
TURIÜSPHAEIÜI ? TURR 
TUSSETlA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS10 TUSS 
TY D EMAN IÄ CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 TYD E 
TYLOCOLAX RHODOPHYCEAE TYLC 
TYLOTUS RHODOPHYCEAE TYLO 
TYPIFICATION ST033 
UDOTEA . CHLOROPHYCEAE ss14 UDOT 
ULONEMA PHAEOPHYCEAE ULON 
ULOTHRIX CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 ULOT 
ULOTRICHALES SS13 
ULOTRICHEÜ.A CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 ULTR 
UL VA CHLOROPHY CEAE SS13 U L VA 
ULVARIA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 ULVR 
ULVELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 ULVE 
ULVOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS13 ULVP 
* UI'IBELLINA CHAROPHYCEAE UMLI 
* UMBELLOSPHAERA HAPTOPHYCEAE UMBE 
* UHBILICOSPHAERA HAPTOPHYCEAE UMBC 
UNDARIA PHAEOPHYCEAE UNDA 




UPPER CRETACEOUS PA074 
UPTAKE PY131 
URBAN-SEWAGE EB16 
URCEOLUS EUGLENOPH. URCE 
UREA CH055 
URN ELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 URNE 
UR OGL EN A CHRYSOPHYCEAE U ROG 
( UROGLENOPSlS) = UROGLENA CHRYSOPH. URGO 
..... URONEMA.. CHLOROPHYCEAE .SS1.3 URON 
URONIC-ACIDS BC045 
UROSPORA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 .. UROS 
~S~i~sriiRiA EP035 
~SSR~~EST EP034 
UTRICHULIDIUM PHAEOPHYCEAE UTRI 
UV PH111 .. 
UVA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS1 0 U VA 
VACUOLARIA RAPHIDOPHYCEAE VACU 
VACUOLES M006 
* VAGALAPILLA HAPTOPHYCEAE VAGL 
* VÄGINOPORA CHLOROPHYCEAE VAGI 
* VALLACERTA DlCTYOCHOPH. \lALL 
VALONIA . CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 VALN 
VALONIOPSIS CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 IIAlO 
VANADIUM CH10~ 
1/ANHEUREI<IA BACILLARIOPH. VANH 
VANHOEFFENIA RHODOPHYCEAE VANF 
VANVOORSTIA .. . RHODOPHYCEAE VNVR 
VAIUABILIH-FLUcTUATION GC09 
VAUCHERIA . ... . .. .. XANTHOPHYCEAE VAUC 
* VAVOSPHAERIDIUI'l DINOPHYCEAE VAVS 
VEGETATION-COLOURING EC052 
VEGETATIO~~SEASON GC112 
* VEKSHINELLA .HAPJOPHYCEAE VEKS 
* VELEBITELLA CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 VELB 
VELEROA RI:IODOPHYCEAE VELE 
VERI'IES . SS253 
* VERHIPORElLA CHLOROPHYCEAE VEPO 
* VERRUCOSPHÄERA ACRITARCHA VRUC 
VERTEBRAT.A. . ... ..... ... RHO{)OPHYCEAE VERT 
VERTICAL-DISTRIBUTION GC161 
,;.: ~~:n~~tz~~g~nt~~ CHLOROPHYCEAE SS14 ~~g~z 
:·~~H~~~~W~N · ... ~~~~~~~~~~iA · ~~~i · 
: ~HH~~~~nH~ ~ ··········· ~~~~6~~2~~RiA · ········ ·· ~~H ···· 
..... VJ.BRI.O. ...... 1VIB 
VICI<ERSIA RHODOPHYCEAE VCKR 
. ... ~fßZ;~~LlÄ .. :~g~g~~~~~!~ .. ·~·~~·~ 
. * v:tRJ(lqP()Ll,INIJJs ........... AcRITARCHA . vrRK. 
VIRUSES SS27 
* ~i~~~~:~~Ejlfl ······ ~~~~~~~~~~PH. . .... :t~:. 
.. \IIsC:OS)JJ . .......... PH13t 
VISCOSITY-SURFACE-TENSIO~· PH13 
VITAMINS .. fJ19? .. 
... cvfTReos·crLLÄ > ~ ·Äci-tRooNI!I'IÄ cvANoaAcrERIA v 1T R 





















······· ·wlifi:R:;; süfifii v:;;svstiio!s 
WATER-TREATMENT-PLANTS WÄfERi..oss Es :;;DE stfCA TI ON 
WATERWAYS-CHANNELS 




















































































































...... (ZOOCHI,() REL.I,.".L = .... CHLORELLA ... CliLOROPii. S.S12 
ZOOGLOEAE 
. Z()()f>I.,ANUOtL .... 
ZOSTEROCARPUS PHAEOPHYCEAE 


























































































ZYGN EMO PS I S CONJUGATOPH. 
(ZYGOCEROS) = ODONTELLA BACILLARIOPH. 
:,.. ZYGODISCUS .. HAPTOPHYCEAE 
ZYGOGONIUM CONJUGATOPH. 
* IYGOLITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE 
* ZYGOSPHAERA HAPTOPHYCEAE 
:,.. ZYGOSTEPHANOS HAPTOPHYCEAE 
lYGOTES 
* ZYGRHABLITHUS HAPTOPHYCEAE 
lYMOMONAS 
SS16 
SS16 
SS16 
ZYGN 
SS16 
lYGP 
Z YCR 
ZDIS 
ZYGO 
ZYLI 
ZYSP 
ZYGS 
1'10143 
Z YRL 
1 ZYI'I 
